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Abstract
The focus of this thesis is to show the utility of
Microsoft's'
.NET framework in developing and implementing a
MES system. The manufacturing environment today, more than ever, is working towards achieving better yields,
productivity, quality, and customer satisfaction. Companies such as DELL are rapidly outgrowing their competition
due to better management of their product lifecycles. The time between receiving a new order to the time the final
product is shipped is getting shorter. Historically, business management applications such as Enterprise Resource
Planning (ERP) systems and Customer Relationship Management (CRM) systems have been implemented without
too much importance given to the operational and shop floor needs. The fact is that these business systems can be
successful only when they are properly integrated with real-time data from the shop floor, which is the core of any
manufacturing set-up. A Manufacturing Execution System or a MES is this link between the shop floor and the top
floor. MESA international defines MES as "Systems that deliver information enabling the optimization of
production activities from order launch to finished goods"Thus, a MES provides the right information .:o the right
people at the right time in a right format, to help them make well-informed decisions. Thus, a necessity for an
efficient MES is high capability of integration with the existing systems on the operational level. This is where
Microsoft's' VS.NET fits in.
Microsoft defines .NET as "A set of software technologies for connecting information, people, systems and
devices". The vision of .NET is to enable the end user to connect to information from any place at anytime, using
any device and in a manner that is independent of the platform on which the service is based. The building block of
the .NET framework is the Common Language Runtime or CLR, which is capable of converting data from its
original format into a format understandable to .NET and then use that format to interface with its client. This
feature that .NET provides holds the key in the context of aMES development and implementation.
The aim of this applied research is to design a MES using VS.NET to control the working of a Flexible
Manufacturing System (FMS) namely CAMCELL. The architecture used for the MES will then be gauged against
an MES implementation done previously using a
Siemens' PC-based automation technology and Visual FoxPro.
This study will integrate the
Siemens'
technology with the .NET framework to enhance the resulting MES
efficiency. The shop floor details or the real-time data collection will be done using the databases from WinCC and
data aggregation and manipulation will be done within the .NET framework. The software architecture used for this
study will achieve vertical integration between the CAMCELL ERP layer, the MES layer and the Control layer. The
study will demonstrate how the data stored in a high level ERP database can be converted into useful information for
the control layer for process control and also how real-time information gathered from the control layer can be
filtered into useful information up to the ERP layer to facilitate the decision making process. VS.NET user interface
screens will be proposed to support these activities. The performance of the proposed architecture will be compared
to that from previous studies, thus benchmarking VS.NET for the implementation of the MES.
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Introduction
Chapter 1: Introduction
Modern manufacturing is done using automated processes, machines and comf ier controls that are manually
supervised and have evolved into sophisticated systems that efficiently integrate a 1:. ;^e number of resources. Today,
the speed and cost with which new products are developed and delivered to the market is often the chief determinant
of competitive success. Development of a system can be defined as an integration of machines, robots and human
resources that perform one or more operations to transform raw material into a final product. The success of a
manufacturing system depends on the timely access to product information from all stages of the product
manufacturing cycle. Thus, the choice of a development environment for effective support systems for
manufacturing becomes a key aspect in its success. The development environment needs to be very efficient and
should have the ability and flexibility to adapt to the ever-changing needs and features of the manufacturing support
systems today. Thus, there is a great need for two-way information flow, between the. management support systems
and manufacturing. This information exchange is achieved through an effective Manufacturing Execution System,
orMES.
This applied research work aims at understanding the importance of an effective MES in the context of the
CAMCELL that has been used in the ASI Lab at Rochester Institute of Technology. The goal of this study was to
benchmark Microsoft's VS.NET software development platform with the Visual FoxPro software platform as a
candidate for developing a distributed information system application such as theMES.
The precursors to this work are two research theses [1,2] usect to examine the utility of the Siemens PC based
automation technology within a manufacturing environment. One focused on data acquisition from the CAMCELL
using the Siemens Step 7 and soft PLCs and the other used WinCC to place the data into a real time database as well
as to pass the information to aMES developed in Visual FoxPro.
The application developed for this work was named MESASI, an acronym for 'Manufacturing Execution Systems
of the Advanced System Integration lab'. The front end application is developed using the Visual Studio.NET
(VS.NET) platform while Microsoft's SQL server hosted the back end data base. The SQL server holds the real time
data from the CAMCELL and that is massaged into useful information for the business management layer using the
VS.NET user interface.
Chapter 2 presents an overview of the Visual Studio.NET platform and its various elements. It points out how
VS.NET has the capability of integration with various languages. It gives an overview of the Common Language
Runtime or CLR that is used by the .NET Framework. It also introduces the concept of 'projects and solutions' in
.NET. An application for an 'Image Viewer' was developed to present some key features of VS.NET development
environment (Appendix A).
Introduction
Chapter 3 describes the concept of a MES and presents the various benefits of the MES. It describes th.-; various
elements that are needed for an MES and those that depend on the MES. It explains the functional mod ! and the
context model of a MES. It presents the key elements of the control layer and the ERP layer and explain, how the
transfer of the information between these, two layers is essential for a successful MES application. . uapter 4
provides a briefdescription of the CAMCELL and the two related works cited earlier.
Chapter 5 explains the progression of the data access standards from the ODBC standard to the present ADO.NET
standard. It also presents the key benefits of the ADO.NET standard. Chapter 6 describes the MESASI datbase and
gives an overview of the data tables that were created for the database and how the information was organized.
Appendix B presents the normalization principles for organizing data into a database.
During the development of the MESASI application, four separate modules were generated for illust. ;-.ting the
functionality of the MES. These four modules are the system administrator module, the customer m :, iule, the
management module and the operator module. For each application module, two forms were designed th,.rt would
show the adaptability of the VS.NET software and present the information needed to be viewed by the erv'-users of
that particular module. Chapter 7 describes the MESASI application with a step by step explanation of ench of the
customized screens developed for each of the four modules.
Chapter 8 contrasts the features of Visual Studio .NET with those of Visual FoxPro. The interoperability of .NET
and the ease ofdeployment are explained. Chapter 9 presents the conclusions from the development of the MESASI
application and recognizes the Visual Studio.NET software as z very good choice for developing a Manufacturing
Execution System.
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Reference:
1. Adwait Palsule, "Systems Integration using Siemens PC based automation
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, Computer Integrated
manufacturing, Rochester Institute of technology, 2002.
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Integrated manufacturing, Rochester Institute of technology, 2003.
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Chapter 2: Introduction to Microsoft .NET Framework
2.1 Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
An "Integrated Development Environment" is typically a software package that consists of a code text editor (with a
defined syntax), a compiler, a builder and a debugger. Typically, each programming language has an independent
IDE, for example visual C++ (see Figure 2.1). Many times, the IDE is accompanied by a built-in GUI, which
essentially makes the job of the end user much simpler. An IDE is also referred to as an "Integrated Design
Environment"
or "Integrated Debugging Environment" [1].
An IDE is both interactive as well as an integrated system. It does allow the user to interactively change the content
of a program and thus have control over the output. It is integrated in a way that the text editor and the development
platform are closely coupled.
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2.2 . NET evolution
In 1999 Microsoft introduced its Windows Distributed interNet Application (DNA) architecture with the
imminent arrival ofWindows 2000 [23]. This was essentially an architecture that described how to build three tier
applications, (see Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2 Windows DNA Architecture
The .NET platform is built extensively on the Windows DNS architecture by introduction ofmany new languages
and technologies.
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2.3 XML & Web Services
2.3.1 What is XML?
XML stands for "Extensible Markup Language". It is a markup language ;aat contains and provides structures
information. The XML specifications define a standard way of represent: j and indicating these structures that are
contained in a document. XML is considered by most to be the standard c-i- universal language or platform for data
exchange over the Internet [2].
2.3.2 What is a WEB Service?
The WWW is widely used for communication between different applications and smart machines or computers. The
interfaces and software that make this possible can be described as "Web Services'.
Web Services provide a general platform that is used to communicate be ,-yeen applications and transfer information
between them. Microsoft describes Web Services as "Discrete units ofcode capable ofperforming a limited set of
tasks" [3]. They are based on XML and can respond to any platform, no natter what the programming language is at
the backend. They can also use the required data from another application regardless ofwhat specs go into the
working of that application.
In general, it can be said that Web Services are applications that provide. K-'eat utility to its end user by simplifying
their tasks as that user is able to use the capabilities of other application:; without having access to its respective
mainframe and most importantly independent of the programming platform used by the other application.
As an example, assume two companies want to exchange information. Or.i company deals with the SQL database
and another has the information in an ORACLE Database. Using web services would make their life much simpler,
as it will act as the mediator that converts or interprets the data to its end user depending on the environment that the
end user has and is independent of the environment at the provider station.
2.3.3 SOAP
Simple Object Access Protocol: XML Services implemented by SOAP allow applications to share data as well as
invoke methods and properties of other remote applications without any prior knowledge of the remote applications
architecture [23].
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2.3.4 VS.NET Drives XML Web Services
In this phase of computer evolution, XML Web services, promises to have the greatest impact and most rapid
adoption of any previous technology.
Microsoft's support and integration ofXML Web services is encapsulated in the .NET platform and strategy. . NET
consists of clients, servers, and servicesall held together with a common hub: Visual Studio .NET (VS.NET).
VS.NET and the wealth of supporting tools and components will drive this evolutionary phase towards XML Web
services [8].
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2.4 .NET Platform
At the highest level, the .NET platform includes the following [23]:
. NET Framework.
. NET building Block Services.
. NET Enterprise Servers
Visual Studio.NET
2.4.1 . NET Framework
The .NET framework is based on CLR libraries that are available to any of the .NET languages, across all the tiers
of the application.
The .NET framework is made up of the following:
Common language runtime - Run time environment for all languages managing memory, garbage
collection and security.
. NET Framework Class Library - Extensive and comprehensive new class library based on namespaces
acting as containers for class hierarchy.
ADO.NET (data and XML) - Data Access. A rewrite of ADO claiming to do pretty much the same as
ADO, albeit a bit better.
ASP.NET (Web Forms and Services) - Compiled code based on web Forms and event driven
programming for web pages.
User interface components - Uses win Forms for windows applications.
2.4.2 . NET Building Block Services
. NET building block services are a programmable user centric set ofXML distributed services that can be used
from any platform that supports SOAP. Building Block services include Passport for user identification and other
services for message delivery, file storage, user preference management, notification, directory, and search or
software delivery. They are dependant on SOAP and XML.
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2.4.3 . NET Enterprise Servers
The .NET Enterprise Servers consist of a range of .NET branded infrastructure/server applications optimi: ?-.< for
building, deploying and managing data and XML web services within the .NET platform.
These include business process, data, scale-out and integration services and solutions such as the followm;..
Application Center 2000 - Scale out solutions.
BizTalk Server 2000 - XML based business process orchestration.
Host Integration Server 2000 - Mainframe data and application access.
Mobile Information Server 2001 - Enables use of applications by mobile devices.
SQL Server 2000 - RDMS to store and retrieve structured XML data.
2.4.4 Visual Studio .NET
The Visual Studio .NET development environment consists of the following:
Visual Basic .NET
Visual C# .NET
Visual C++ .NET
Jscript .NET
Microsoft .NET Framework
2.5What is Microsoft.NET??
Microsoft defines .NET as "A set ofsoftware technologiesfor connecting information, people, systems and
devices" [4], It enables high-level software integration through use ofweb services (small & discrete building block
applications) that can connect to each other as well as other large applications over the Internet.
The .NET technology enables the creation and use ofXML-based applications, processes, and Web sites as services
that share and combine information and functionality with each other by design, on any platform or smart device, to
provide tailored solutions for organizations and individual people. It is built on open standards and thus
encompasses all programming languages. The .NET vision is essentially to enable its end user to connect to
information to anywhere, anytime, using any device and is independent of the platform that the useful service is
based on.
Figure 2.3 The .NETConcept [4]
Thus, using the .NET technology, an individual or a business can exchange data over the Internet and use
applications over the Internet without actually having the applications installed on their machine.
10
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2.6 The Common Language Runtime:
The 'Common language runtime'is also referred to as "CLR". It is the environment in which all applications or
programs run in VS. Net [5]. This is the common runtime that is used by all languages. This implies that the
individual components can be written in and usedby any other language as all the lanj. zges represent the same
types and objects in a similar manner. Also, the languages can use the same API to accss the platform services.
This amounts to a set of common services that can be accessed from a variety of objec! languages. These services
will now be executed by intermediate code that is independent of the underlying architecture, providing transparent
and seamless interoperability between a variety of applications and services.
The Common Language Runtime (CLR) provides a solid foundation for developers to build various types of
applications. Whether you are writing an ASP.NET application, aWindows Forms application, aWeb Service, a
mobile code application, a distributed application, or an application that combines several of these application
models, the CLR provides the following benefits for application developers l211]:
Vastly simplified development
Seamless integration of code written in various languages
Evidence-based security with code identity
Assembly-based deployment that eliminates DLL Hell
Side-by-side versioning of reusable components
Code reuse through implementation inheritance
Automatic object lifetime management
Self-describing objects
11
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2.7 The .NET Concept:
The vision ofMicrosoft while producing .NET was to integrate applications over the net or www. This technology is
capable of taking the best of all worlds and utilizing it for running their own applications. Certain languages may
have certain good qualities and some drawbacks. Thus, for every application that is developed, there will always be
a certain programming language that will best suit that application. In today's industry though, integration ofmore
than one dissimilar application is a must to be successful. Thus, there is a scenario in which a business has to take
different applications and make these applications talk to each other or interact and most importantly exchange
useful information. Doing this in a conventional manner would be very costly and time consuming. It would need
different softwares that support those applications, as they require a separate IDE for each different language. Not to
mention the brain that goes behind the programming. This does add up in the set-up cost for the whole application
(one which is the integration of these small applications) at a macro level.
Fortunately, .NET provides a solution to these questions. It provides a facility ofnot only using the different
applications remotely without actually having these installed on the local machine, but it also provides a single
development environment for all the programming languages and these then are interpreted by the CLR. Thus, these
different applications get integrated to be useful for the final user, (see Figure 2.4)
Programs
InterDev
Common Runtime Language
Applications Applications
Figure 2.4 Utility of the CLR
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2.8 Visual Studio.NET environment
Visual Studio.NET is an IDE platform that is a culmination of over a decade ofwork on Visual basic, Visual C++,
Visual Interdev, and Visual J++. This provides the user a common iDE for all these different languages and has the
capability of working effectively with all thediffeient applications either separately or together. Visual Studio.NET
is commonly referred to as "VS. Net".
VS.NET consists of two basic units [6]:
The Solutions.
The Projects.
In order to develop any application in VS.NET, a solution is requ -d, and the solution consists of one or more
projects. Thus, conceptually a solution is like a briefcase for all the applications that are created in VS.NET.
Everything that is done in VS.NET revolves around these two cor.-.spts, and thus understanding these concepts
becomes all the more important in order to extract the correct uti!. ;y out of this tool.
2.8.1 Solution:
A solution essentially contains all the projects associated with fhr ipplication or the projects that are included in the
application. These projects in turn contain the project files. Due W this reason, the case structures in the applications
become very important to configure. At any given instance ofVS MET, there can only be one solution that is open
and operational, and there can be multiple projects that are open !. f. are somehow integrated into that opened
solution. One solution cannot import another solution or include n .other solution into its structure. This condition,
however, it does not hold true for the projects. The same project :. i be a part ofmore than one solution. The
solution not only contains all the projects for the application but also the information of the dependencies between
them, (see Figure 2.5).
2.8.2.1 Creating a solution in VS.NET
While creating a solution in VS.NET, it is always advisable that the directory structure and the solution structure are
the same. Thus, for each individual solution there should be a directory, and then there should be separate sub
directories for each project that is included in the solution. The VS.NET IDE provides this feature by giving an
option to the user of selecting a 'create directory for
solution'
checkbox, while the user is prompted to give a name
to the solution that he is about to create, by default tough, it stores the solution in the same directory as the project).
At this point, the user is also prompted to choose the platform that he/she wishes to use (Visual J++, or Visual C++).
13
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SOLUTION
Project Project
File
Project
File
File
SOLUTION
Project
File
Figure 2.5 Structure for Solutions and Projects
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2.8.2 Project:
A project in VS.NET is similar to a project in any other development environment. It contains die source code files
for the application and then compiles the source code into an executable (*.sxe) or a dynamic link library (*.dll).
There are several types of projects that are included in the VS.NET environment. VS.NET2003 does list 90 distinct
types of project files but they can be broadly classified into six types or groups.
These six groups are as follows:
Managed local projects.
Managed web projects.
Smart device projects.
Unmanaged local projects.
Unmanaged web projects.
Setup projects.
2.8.2.1 Managed Local Projects:
The managed local projects create a .NET assembly. It can be written in C#, J#, VB.NET orMC++.
2.8.2.2 Managed Web Based Project:
For the managed web based projects, the output is used over a web server, which can either be a local machine or a
remote server. This application would need more than the .NET assembly to run, other files contained might include
image files, .ess files and /or .html files that also must be present on the server. In effect, the entire project is present
on the web server.
2.8.2.3 Smart Device Project:
Smart device project, as the name suggests, is a very
'smart'
application where the project allows you to build
applications that can be run on palmtop devices. These target only C# and VB.NET. These either create a windows
application, a class library, a non graphical application or an empty project. VS.NET ships with an emulator that
enables the user to test and run the application on a computer without actually having a PDA.
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2.8.2.4 Unmanaged Local Project:
Unmanaged local projects build unmanaged executable files. These fall into three groups depending on the library
that they use:
Active Template Library<ATL) projects.
Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) projects.
Win32 projects.
2.8.2.5 Unmanaged Web based Project:
Two ATL web based projects, ATL server project and ATL web service, let the user build web applications and web
services respectively. Both projects build ISAPI extensions using ATL server classes. These projects are managed
over a web server.
2.8.2.6 Setup and Deployment:
These projects allow the user to create Microsoft Installer Files (.msi) for the use of any project.
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2.9 Windows Forms
MicrosoftWindows Forms is the set of classes in the .NET Framework that enables the rapid development of
powerful smart client applications [13]. The new programming interface for writing windows applanations with
GUI's is called Windows Forms. Windows Forms are the basic API (Application Programming Interface) used by
the .NET framework. In the past many web developers have been using ActiveX controls to provide a very
sophisticated environment for the end user. Using the .NET framework, developers can now make much lighter and
compact, but also secure objects for the client side and most importantly, it is integrated within the Internet Explorer.
Windows Forms is a name that has been given to that part of the .NET framework class library thai is used to build
. rich client side applications. Windows Forms controls are all based on the class System.Windows.Forms.Control
[5]. The core element ofWindows Forms is the control class, and it is also the foundation of all the Mser interface
applications. Windows Forms can be written in any language that is supported by CLR.
Essentially, it is a new Forms package that enables developers buildingWindows-based applications to take full
advantage of the rich user interface features available in the MicrosoftWindows operating system. Windows Forms
is part of the newMicrosoft .NET platform and leverages many new technologies, including a common application
framework, managed execution environment, integrated security, and object-oriented design principles. In addition,
Windows Forms offers full support for quickly and easily connecting to Web Services and building rich, data-aware
applications based on the ADO+ data model. With the new shared development environment in Visual Studio .NET,
developers will be able to create Windows Forms applications using any of the languages supporting the .NET
platform, includingMicrosoft Visual Basic .NET and C#.
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2.10Windows Forms Control Hierarchy
Most of the controls in the System.Windows.Forms namespace are actually derived from Control.
ScrolIableControl adds support for scrolling the client area of a window. Generally, that scrolling support is
accessed through ContainerControl., which derives from ScrolIableControl and adds support for managing child
controls, focus issues, and tabbing. Derived from ContainerControl is Form, Windows Forms' top-level control,
which has properties to control caption bars, system menus, non-rectangular windowing, and default controls. Also
derived from ContainterControl is UserControI, which is the base class for controls that developers can build.
UserControl is intended to host other child controls but to be exposed as a single unit to outside clients. UserControI
and Form both have visual designers in Microsoft Visual Studio .NET and you will find project items for adding and
designing classes derived from them [14].
Control
RichControl
ScrolIableControl
ContainerControl
Form
UserControI
Figure 2.6 Windows Forms Control Hierarchy
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A few of the benefits ofWindows Forms are:
Extending theMicrosoft Visual Basic rapid application development experience to all of the programming
languages supported by the .NET Framework (more than 20).
Providing developers with rich, powerful, extensible libraries for user-interface controls and grapbk s.
Providing dramatically improved support for localization, printing, layout, and usability.
Making it easy for developers to tie XML Web services into their smart client applications.
Dramatically reducing total cost of ownership through 'no-touch' deployment, which eliminates T X hell'
and makes it possible for smart client applications to be deployed and updated using a remote Wet ,;erver.
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2.11 GDI +
Microsoft Windows GDI+ is a class-based application-programming interface (API) for C/C++ programmers. It
enables applications to use graphics and formatted text on both the video display and the printer [14, 15].
Applications based on the Microsoft Win32API do not access graphics hardware directly. Instead, GDI+ interacts
with device drivers on behalf of applications. GDI+ is also supported by Microsoft Win64. GDI+ can be used in all
Windows-based applications. GDI+ is new technology that is included in Windows XP and the Windows Server
2003. Windows Forms takes full advantage ofGDI+, Microsoft's next generation 2-D graphics system. The
graphics-programming model in Windows Forms is fully object-oriented and the assorted Pens, Brushes, Images,
and other graphics objects are designed following the same ease-of-use guidelines as the rest of the .NET
Framework. Developers can now include great new drawing features, such as alpha blending, color gradients,
textures, anti-aliasing, and image formats other than bitmaps. When coupled with the Windows 2000 operating
system's layered and transparent windows features, developers can create richer, more graphical Win32 applications
with much less effort.
When a control's OnPaint event is fired, the System.Drawing.Graphics object that is accessible from the
PaintEventArgs is a GDI+ graphics object. All of the operations that the graphics object can perform execute
through GDI+.
- ? X
WinForms &
GDI+W
Figure 2.7 Sample Screen for a Windows Form
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2.12 Using Object Databases in .NET
The Microsoft .NET platform is quickly finding market share in consulting companies and large IT shops that build
object-oriented enterprise applications. Its object-oriented languages, Web page event-dri vT.n programming model,
and ease of development all make .NET a powerful platform on which to build object-one ted systems [7].
Most of these systems, however, have their carefully designed object-oriented architecture stopped cold when it hits
the database and data-access programming objects. Traditional relational database manag'Xaent systems (RDBMS)
simply do not end themselves very well to object-oriented programming. Thirty percent c; an application's code
alone is used for mapping an application's object-oriented design to the database's relation^ model.
There is another way, however, and it goes back to a technology that started in the 1990s. Object databases
(ODBMS) are a solution to the tedium of relational database mapping code. Though not f: every project, object
databases are a powerful element in an enterprise architect's bag of tricks.
2.12.1 Relational Databases
The relational database is, of course, well known by most architects and developers working with typical enterprise,
line-of-business, or e-commerce applications. A workhorse of the industry since the mid-r.'venties, the RDBMS is
well understood and is easily adapted to a variety of applications. Developed around the i-;V;a that information can be
stored in flat two-dimensional tables and then related to other pieces of data in other table-, through keys, the
relational database is a proven technology.
2.12.2 Object Databases
The object database (ODBMS) is that different way. Object databases moved beyond the research labs and into
commercial applications in the mid 1990s and have steadily grown in acceptance. Offering a fundamentally different
way of designing the persistence layer for an application, object databases are an often-overlooked element in
object-oriented systems.
The core idea behind object databases is that you use your data in the same fashion as you store it. Developers like
this! There is no mental paradigm shift between the time the data is used for a business calculation and the time it is
persisted. The developers simply use their objects as indicated in the class diagrams, and the objects know how to
persist themselves at the end of an operation.
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Object databases typically do not have the large overhead in terms of cods maintenance and administration that a
relational database carries. At the same time, typical relational database features such as transactions, concurrency,
atomicity, online backups, and other important administrative tasks are supported by most object databases.
Major vendors in the field include Matisse Software Inc., Objectivity Inc. Poet's FastObjects, Computer Associates,
and eXcelon Corporation. There are a few open-source implantations as all. The industry is constantly changing,
and at the moment it is mostly Java focused. Matisse is the only major \e dor to presently offer a .NET binding to
its database, though FastObjects (a spinoff from Poet) is readying its for i lease shortly.
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Chapter 3: Manufacturing Execution Systems
3.1. Evolution ofManufacturing Systems
The word manufacture is derived from two Latin words "manus" (hand) and
fa:tus" (make); the combination of
which means "made by hand" [1]. Most of modern manufacturing, though, is dop- using automated processes and
machines and computer controls that are manually supervised. Manufacturing can be defined as an activity that
integrates several components and transforms them into more value-added entity. Similarly, a manufacturing system
can be defined as an integration of machines, robots and human resources that perform one or more operations to
transform raw material into a final product.
Through the years, manufacturing systems have greatly evolved in to sophisticate, systems that efficiently integrate
a large number of resources. Computer control in manufacturing has also grown in Importance and involvement by a
great degree. Manufacturing has gradually evolved from NC systems to PLC's and now reaches levels of complete
automation without much manual input. The goal of any manufacturing system is better productivity, reduced cycle
times, less WIP, and finally, customer satisfaction. Various technologies and concepts have been used through the
years for achieving these goals, some techniques are better suited for one goal while some provide better utility for
another. Some concepts like flexible manufacturing systems have gained more importance than others. A flexible
manufacturing system, or FMS, is based on group technology (GT). It consists of a group of processing stations
(CNC machine tools) interconnected by a material handling system and a storage system. This entire set-up is
controlled by an integrated computer system [1]. The name contains the term "flexible" as this system is capable of
producing a variety of parts depending on the NC program fed into the different workstations. When this system
consists of just a few machines (three or less), it is also referred to as a "flexible manufacturing
cell"
or FMC. The
flexible manufacturing system consists of three components that are mentioned below:
1 . Hardware components - These are the machines and material handling systems etc.
2. Software components - These are the components associated with the computer control like the CNC part
programs.
3. Human Labor - An operator sometimes does some functions such as loading and unloading.
Manufacturing Support Systems
The manufacturing support systems are procedures and systems used by a firm to manage production and solve the
technical and logistics problems associated with designing the products, planning the processes, ordering materials,
controlling work-in-process as it moves through the plant, and delivering products to the customers [2]. Several of
these systems are computer-based and hence there exists concepts like Computer-Integrated Manufacturing or CIM.
For product and process planning, techniques like MRP and MRP II were devised. MRP or Material requirements
planning was a technique used to convert the master production schedule into the individual elements of the
schedule for the raw materials and components used to make the final product. MRP thus dictates the quantity of
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each of the elements of the raw material and also when these components should be ordered and delivered to satisfy
the production schedule. This facilitates a very minimal inventory level. MRP II or Manufacturing resource planning
evolved from the MRP due to the need of tying in more efficiency with production planning. MRP II encompasses a
bigger picture than whatMRP does. It includes not just the materials but also the machines, resources and processes
required in order to meet the schedule. MRP II is also a closed loop system, and it integrates other business aspects
such as finance and forecasting into the basic MRP model. The closed loop feature ofMRP II allows for a corrective
action in case the feedback demands for one, thus improving the overall product.
An MRP II System
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Figure 3.1 -Manufacturing Resource Planning [3]
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3.2. Enterprise Resource Planning
Enterprise Resource Planning or ERP can be considered as a software system that attempts to integrate all the
departments and functions across an enterprise and satisfies the information requirements of all those departments
[4]. Essentially, ERP encompasses all business functions and optimizes them by integrating the business processes
with technology. ERP serves as a management tool for the business management layer and provides all the required
information ranging from the real-time analysis to the enterprise wide planning and control [5]. A business
management layer can be considered as that layer in the enterprise that is responsible for setting the goals. It is
inclined towards the strategic and tactical management of the enterprise.
American Production and Inventory Control Society (APICS, 2001) has defined ERP systems as "a method Tor the
effective planning and controlling of all the resources needed to take, make, ship and account for customer orders in
a manufacturing, distribution or servicecompany"[6]. Figure 2 illustrates the concept of an ERP system.
Figure 3.2 - The concept of an ERP system [5, 6]
Thus, ERP attempts to integrate the customers and the suppliers with the whole manufacturing setup for
optimization of all the possible resources. Hence, for an effective ERP implementation the manner in which the
information exchange takes place becomes crucial.
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3.3. The Control Layer
In the context of manufacturing the Control Layer is the actual production floor or the shop floor. T, s is the layer
where the implementation actually takes place. The machines and human resources are the compone;; ., of this layer
with some software technologies that are used to report the daily activities on tlic shop floor, he business
management layer is responsible for setting the goals and the control layer is responsible for achievir the goals set
by the management.
This is the section of the enterprise where the production, product design, control enginee. ; and other
manufacturing-oriented departments work together to make the final products for the customer. It co :ists of all the
control systems like SCADA, PLC, and HMI [7]. Systems such as SCADA, which stands for supe isory control
and data acquisition, are intelligent plant level systems that are used to pass dat;j and retrieve >.ta from the
machines. They are used to keep a check on whether the production is taking place as scheduled, and o to report if
there is any deviation from the target or if any downtime occurred due to any error. Thus the errors an be fixed in
time and the production can be revived. MESA defines a Control System as being "responsible fc measurement,
monitoring, and manipulation ofproduction, people, products, and processes within the environs o
'
:e process or
shop
floor" [8].
Machines Operators
i
Production Line
i i
HMI PLC
.]
Figure 3.3 - The Control Layer [7]
Thus, there is a lot of information that is generated at this level and the different functional sections of the enterprise
require that data. Control systems like SCADA are capable of generating reports at the end of a shift or a day and
that report can be used as a tool for further analysis [9]. Information supplied from this layer makes the. basis for
making further business decisions and setting the goals for the production schedule.
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3.4. A channel for making a better decision
The data collection at the operational level or the shop floor has been existent for several ds.-:ades. The Business
Management systems have gained popularity over the recent years. This i". the reason why there is a big
communication gap between these two very important layers within an industrial environ; . -nt. Also, with the
evolution of the World Wide Web and advancements in technology, the end users have bo -jme savvy and the
demands from an industry have increased in size and diversity. The end users nolude the pro ?ss engineers, plant
supervisors, and management staff. Also, the time between the order placement and order i'.'pment has become
small, as the years have gone by. Today's customers expect nothing but the best quality at the ost reasonable price
and with immediate effect [10].
The other complexity that exists is that no matter how good the process plans &:::.; the executk : does not always go
according to the MPS, or master production schedule. There is always a very gord possibility ' .it the machines will
breakdown or that there is operator or process inefficiency or bottlenecks. To account fcr all these real-time
occurences and act upon them by making the necessary changes to get the product lines flcving again, effective
communication between the shop floor (where the plans are executed) and the top floor vvhere the plans are
generated) is essential.
Thus, there is a very evident need for having effective information systems that bridge this inclination gap. This is
where the concept of a MES becomes important. MES is responsible for controlling the operational layer that
executes all the plans, and it does this by having connections with all the aspects of the shop floor and the
management functions. Manufactures have started realizing that delivering results from the ERP or SCM systems
that are put in place in the set-ups heavily depend upon the real-time information that a shop ioor has to offer. To
questions that the planners and the sales people need answers for, MES can provide the answer-. [11].
The information thus flows from the shop floor to the business management layer though a central layer such as a
MES, where the data aggregation and manipulation is done. Depending on the analysis on that data, the management
can make well-informed decisions on the product or the process. Thus, this middle-tier represents an information
system that can be used as a channel for making better decisions.
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The following figure (see figure 4) shows the relative position of theMES in a manufacturing industry.
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Manufacturing Operations
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MES
SCADA
DCS/PLC
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Plant Instrumentation & Controls
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<J"d Level 0
Figure 3.4 - Hierarchy of information systems in amanufacturing industr/ [10]
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3.5.Manufacturing Execution Systems
Manufacturing Enterprise Solutions Association, or MESA, defines Manufacturing Execution Systems or MES as
"systems that deliver information enabling the optimization ofproduction activities from order launch to finished
goods. Using current and accurate data, MES guides, initiates, responds to, and reports on plant activities as they
occur. The resulting rapid response to changing conditions, coupled with a focus on reducing non-value-added
activities, drives effective plant operations andprocesses. " [8].
A MES bridges the gap between the control system at the shop floor level and the planning system at the
management level through effective communication. The key is timely access to me information in order to make
the desired changes and to implement the actions that are planned. A good MES architecture not only should have
the capability to integrate with the existent systems, but also should be able to make space for future changes and
additions to the systems. Also, time is of great importance in today's competitive world, and as the gap between the
order and shipment becomes shorter by the day, timely exchange of information between the layers of a
manufacturing set-up becomes crucial. Figure 5 explains the savings in time period between the various layers with
a MES implementation.
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Figure 3.5 -Time benefit of a MES implementation [12]
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3.5.1. MES in an Enterprise Data Flow
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Figure 3.6 - MES, an enterprise flow model [10]
ERP systems are responsible for the customer orders, production planning, products usage, finance, and accounts
and materials requirement. It does the function of sending requests to the MES layer to make the products and fill
the necessary inventory to fulfill the customer orders. The time line for these ERP systems generally can span over
days, weeks, months, or years [8].
The MES systems are responsible to carry out the orders received from the ERP systems. It tells the control layer
what to make and how to make it. Production plans of the various products can be stored in the MES system and
when required these plans can be released to the specific machines and processes in the operational or control layer
to build the products. Compared to the ERP systems, the MES systems work on a time scale of days, hours, minutes
or seconds depending on the situation. The various tasks that are handled by the MES are tracking the products
though their manufacturing lines, storing and updating the information about the work-in-progress, or WIP, and
preparing work instructions for the labor and machines to manufacture the products [8].
The control layer is the functional layer that is responsible to put all the plans into effect. Here is where the actual
production takes place. The control layer uses the resources on the shop floor to fulfill the MPS or master
productions schedule. Thus, it manufactures all the products necessary to fulfill all the customer orders in time for
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delivery and within the desired specifications. This is the layer that works in real-time. The time factor at this level
is in seconds or milliseconds. Obviously the fact is that the real world is not perfect. There are some inefficiencies
and downtime issues that creep into this layer but the corrective action: have to be processed and implemented in
real time too. Unscheduled changes in production, tracking the pi ;duct within its sequence of operations,
recognition of events that occur, are to be communicated by the com .-A layer to the MES layer in order to get
feedback from that layer for further action [8].
3.5.2. TheMES contextModel
The Manufacturing Execution Systems are a key element in the ; verall information system networ;, of a
manufacturing enterprise. MES can be considered as an information h\h for the several systems s!:own in f gure 6.
These various systems have some overlap with one another as well as with the MES. Consider fee example of a
production plan or document control which has'?1ts place in the Mr'C as well as in the Product and Process
engineering system. The MES has to be capable of effective integration with all these systems in order for an
efficient production on the shop floor. The degree of overlap may vary ~'rom industry to industry and over various
i'iiplementations [8].
According to MESA, the five functional groupings that the MES should >;e capable to integrate with are [13, 14]:
1. Sales and Service Management (SSM) comprises soft;, re for sales force automation, product
configurations, order management, service quoting, product res;, ns, and post-sales service.
2. Supply Chain Management (SCM) includes functions sue: as forecasting, distribution and logistics,
transportation management, electronic commerce, and advance- planning systems.
3. Product and Process Engineering (P&PE) includes cciputer aided design and manufacturing
(CAD/CAM), process modeling, and product data management vPDM).
4. Controls are usually hybrid hardware/software systems such as distributed control systems (DCS),
programmable logic controllers (PLC), distributed numerical control (DNC), supervisory control and data
acquisition (SCADA) systems, and other controls designed to automate the way in which the product is
being manufactured.
5. Enterprise Resources Planning (ERP) systems consists of those systems that provide financial, order
management, production and materials planning, and related functions.
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Figure 3.7 - MES context .aodel [14]
As seen in the context model (see figure 6), MES intercomvrcts the major five functional components of the
industry. It acts as a buffer of information for these modules. Ti' MES feeds in important ir formation to these five
core components [14].
ERP takes the information such as cycle times, throughout and other performance oriented data from the
MES.
SCM receives data such as production hne status, capacities and capabilities.
SSM retrieves the data from the MES that is used to define the timelines for delivery, which are closely tied
to events happening at the shop floor level at every given moment.
PPE retrieves data such as quality statistics and yield from the MES.
Controls retrieve the instructions that are actually implemented on machines from the MES that are a
reflection of the optimum way that a plant should operate at any give time.
Similarly, MES also receives information from these components. Production plans stored in the MES come from
the ERP system; the timings for all the activities on the production floor are driven by the data from the SCM
system. Controls provide the data that is used after being analyzed in the MES.
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3.5.3. TheMES functionalModel
MESA International has defined 11 principle functions for a MES (see Figure 7). The :op floor is a vast area of
activities that take place simultaneously^and often depend on the information from the i.:,;r occurrences on the shop
floor. MES is the glue, which holds alibis information together and releases it if and wi- > deemed necessrjy.
MES Functional Model
Supply
Chain
Management
Tliis model shows the eleven functions of MES and links to other systems. Functions may link in multiple
different ways by product and need.
Figure 3.8 -MES functional model [14]
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These 11 functionalities can be explained as follows [15]:
1* Resource allocation and status:
Manages resources including machines, human labor, tools, equipment and material. It is necessary in a way that it
provides information as to what should be done and what resources should be u?ed to do it. It ah.: should store a
brief history of all the resources and also is used to provide the status of activities h~ real time.
2. Operations/Detail Scheduling
Provides sequencing for the production depending upon the attributes, different priorities, or characteristics
associated with different components. The sequence is done is such a way that all the resource? are optimally
utilized. It also calculates the exact times taken by the different processes.
3. Dispatching production lines
Manages the flow of production units in the form of jobs, batches, orders, lots or work orders. The dispatching
information is also provided in the order in which the work needs to be done and it has the ability to incorporate
changes as events happen on the shop floor in real time.
4. Document control
Documents such as control records or forms have to ":e maintained with the unit along with the work instructions,
recipes, drawings, standard procedures, part programs engineering change notices, shift-to-shift records. The ability
to document the information about the activities that occur as they occur and their deviation if any from the planned
activities needs to be tracked. It also should include the control and integrity of the environmental, health and safety
regulations and certain ISO details like corrective actirn procedures.
5. Data collection/acquisition
This function provides an interface to obtain the production and parametric data, which populates the forms and
records which are attached to the production unit. This data can be collected at the shop floor either manually or
automatically at a real time rate.
6. Labor management
This function provides information of the personnel in and an up-to-the minute-time frame. It includes the
attendance and overtime records. It also may be used for allocating the personnel to different activities.
7. Quality management
This function provides real time analysis of the measurements collected from manufacturing to assure quality
control. It also may provide corrective actions to solve problems that occur. It can include SPC/SQC tracking and
management of the off-line inspection operations and analysis in the laboratory management system.
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8. Process management
This function monitors the production and either automatically corrects or provides decision support to operators for
correcting and improving the in-process activities. It may include the a)wi management v make sure that all
elements on the shop floor are notified of any changes that are outside the to! .ranee levels.
9. Maintenance management
This function tracks and directs the activities to maintain the equipment and ools to insure thr: availability for the
process and insure the scheduling for any maintenance activities that are needed. It maint. ns a past history of
problems that have occurred that later help to diagnose many issues.
10. Product tracking and Genealogy
This function provides a sense of where the product is at all times and its disposition on the sr<; p floor. Information
such as who is working on the product, supplier information for raw material used, lot, s-j. al number or other
attributes related to the product can be stored and retrieved.
11. Performance analysis
This function provides an up-to-the-minute report of the actual manufacturing and the results along with
comparisons to past history and expected business results. Performance results figures like resoi; ce utilization, cycle
time, conformance to schedule, etc.
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3.5.4. The Benefits ofMES
MES provides a plant-wide view of what is happening and also of what should be happening in order to fulfill
company objectives. It provides most industries a wide range of operational benefits, even for compauies that have
other information systems in place.
The several key benefits (see figures 8 and 9) provided by a MES are listed as [10, 16, 17, 18]:
Reduced cycle times.
Reduced WD?.
Reduced paperwork.
Reduced lead-time.
Reduced product defects. '
More on-time deliveries
Better deliveries.
Higher returns on assets.
Improved product quality.
Rapid process upgrades.
Reduced data entry time.
Informed decision support.
Productive and empowered employees.
Real time production reporting.
Enforce Regulatory conformance.
Reduced product liability.
Reduced capital expenses.
Synchronization with demand.
Reduced floor space.
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MES Corporate
Benefits Model
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Reduced Product liability
Informed Decision Support
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Lower Inventory Carrying Costs
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MES Incremental Investments Over Time
MES contributes to most industries corporate goals, even for companies that have other systems in
place. Several MES solutions or functions may contribute to the strength of a given benefit, and benefits
may also be increased by appropriate process improvements. Benefits accrue in different sequences,
based on the functionality chosen, project tots, integration to other systems, and driving needs.
Figure 3.9 - The Corporate Benefits ofMES [14]
MES Operational
Benefits Model
Reduced Lead Time
Lower WIP Inventory Levels
Reduced Cycle Time
Improved Product Quality
Productive, Empowered Employee;
Enforce Regulatory Conformance
Rapid Process Upgrades
Reduced Paperwork
No Lost Paperwork/Blueprints
Reduced Data Entry Time
Informed Decision Support
MES Implementation OverTime
MES p ovldes most industries a wide range of operational benefits, even for companies that have other
systems in place. Several MES solutions or functions may contribute to the strength of a given benefit, and
benefits may also be increased by appropriate process improvements. Benefits accrue In different sequences,
based on the functionality chosen, project focus, integration to other systems and the plant's driving needs.
Figure 3 . 10 - The Operational Benefits ofMES [ 14]
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Chapter 4: Work done in the CAMCELL
4.1 The CAMCELL [1]
This study aims at development of a MES and will implement some of its functionalities. In order to implement the
functionalities, data will be required. This data will represent the real-time information that is received from the shop
floor of an industry environment in the real world. The CAMCELL is a FMC that simulates such a shop floor
environment, and is the source for the data collection from the control layer for the implementation of this study.
The CAMCELL was an integrated manufacturing facility that evolved over several y,ars at the department of
Industrial & Systems Engineering at Rochester Institute of Technology. It had a completely automated and
operational production facility. Previous research carried out in the Advanced Systems Integration Lab (ASI Lab)
had the privilege of having a completely operational and functional CAMCELL. These studies focused on methods
to collect the data from the control layer of the CAMCELL using the Siemens PC based automation technology.
Thus, the data that was collected was all in real-time and was used for the further enhancements and analysis. This
study will use this data (real-time information) collected from the previous studies and use it as an effective tool for
the development and implementation of a MES.
CAMCELL can be best described from three different points of view:
1. Manufacturing & Material Handling
CAMCELL consisted of two CNC machining centers (a Mill and a Lathe), a vision/inspection station and a
load/unload dock. Two closed loop conveyor systems had eight main functional stations interconnected
these stations (along with four assembly stations) in the facility. The two conveyors were placed end-to-end
in an "L-shape" configuration (see Figure 4.1). The conveyors were the material handling system and a
buffer for up to twenty
8'
x
8'
size pallets, which had the capability to hold the fixtures and material needed
for the CAMCELL. The pallets were tracked using radio frequency tags, which could store up to 16 bytes
of data.
2. Product/Process Flow
The CAMCELL had the capability to manufacture any product that could be made using a mill or a lathe or
a combination of both the CNC machining centers. Conceptually, it represented a type of a FMS, which
had the flexibility of producing various types of parts. The process flow is as follows: the material and tools
required were loaded at the dock, these then would travel to the CNC machining centers as per their
requirement using the conveyor. Then they would go to the inspection station and then finally return to the
dock for unloading.
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4. Computer Hardware architecture
The CAMCELL hardware architecture evolved into a system that implemented the five-level hierarchy in
manufacturing automation as defined by the National Institute of Standards and Technology or NIST. The
five levels in the CAMCELL architecture are: the tool level, the station level, the cell level, the center level
and the plant level (see Figure 4.2).
5. Information Flow through the CAMCELL
Information flow through the CAMCELL can be explained as five logical modules (see Figure 4.3):
5.1 Order Manipulation - The ORDPRO program performs the function of receiving, validating,
processing and handling of customer orders. This feeds information needed by the Sales and Service
Management module within the enterprise and maps the CAMCELL into theMES context.
5.2 Scheduling - The scheduler task program supplies information to the Process / Process Engineering.
The scheduler is responsible for setting the order of production and other process details. The scheduler
program and the router program are responsible for making the products using the available resources.
5.3 Routing - The ROUTER program is responsible for sequencing all the steps within the CAMCELL. It
is located at the server end and assigns the orders to each of the stations.
5.4 Station Controller - The CAMCELL has eight stations, and each of these performs a specific task.
The ROUTER communicates with each of these station tasks like the LATHE task, ROBOT task and the
TERCO task etc. Information is interacting with the '.
SQ' files.
5.5 Support - These involve the 'Inquire' module and the individual pallet controller. They are responsible
for the information at the tool level of the CAMCELL where they can get information regarding the sensors
and release or stop the pallets etc.
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4.2 Systems Integration using Siemens PC based automation technology [1]
This research paper was attempts to understand the Siemens' PC based automation technology and implement it by
developing a manufacturing execution system to control a FMC called CAMCELL. It concentrates on systems
integration, which combine various different components of a system to merge their functional and technical
characteristics into an interoperable unit. It looks at the application development environment offered by Siemens
called Step 7 and WinCC. The data transfer standard called Profibus or Process Field Bus was used with the
CAMCELL application. Graphical programming languages like ladder logic and functional block diagrams were
used to define the logic for the system. This paper also provides support for the Siemens PC based automation
technology for their claim to provide open architecture for developing applications.
4.3 A Manufacturing Execution System using Siemens' PC Based Automation Technology [2]
This research facilitated the development of a manufacturing execution system to control a EMS using Siemens PC
based automation technology and
Microsoft's' database technology. The paper reviews the three layers of the CIM
model: the SQL and Normalization, Client/Server methodology for data management systems, and ODBC for CEVI
database for real time data. Using the WinCC provided by Siemens, applications were developed for the
CAMCELL, which connected to FoxPro databases using ADO and remote view. These objects used ODBC aond
DSN to connect to the database. The research provides evidence that WinCC and FoxPro were well suited for
development ofMES to control the CAMCELL. WinCC was used as a SCADA HMI and achieved the plant floor
integration through its open connectivity architecture. This paper also discusses the software, architecture and he
information flow in a CAMCELL using Data Flow Diagrams or DFD. It proves the ability ofWinCC to capture the
real time data from the control layer into the MES database (Visual FoxPro). It also proposes various interface
screens for controlling and monitoring the CAMCELL.
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Chapter 5: Data Access Standards
5.1. Introduction to Data Access
Over the past 20 years, databases andtdatabase applications have gained a lot of importance in the bush^ss world.
Database applications are the cornerstone of any and every enterprise today and ;.nformation locat: in these
databases is almost priceless. Knowingly or unknowingly each and every person in today's industry in'- :i acts with
databases in one form or another. This leads into an important definition for a database and understanding f "what a
database application consists of?"
A database can be described as an organized collection of information and information can be describe : as useful
data. A database can be looked upon as an electronic filing system that enables efficient retrieval of information.
Each database is made up of one or more tables. These tables store the required data; each table is n ade up of
multiple rows and columns. An individual row is called a 'record' that stores information relating to ar; entity, and
each record has several attributes defined for that 'entity' that are stored or represented by the information in the
respective columns. A Database application can be defined as "An application program or set of relates programs
that is used to perform a series of activities on behalf of the database
users"[1]. Every database ..pplication
performs some combination of four basic operations. These basic operations are:
1. Create a record into the database.
2. Read the data from the database and present it in the desired format to the user.
3. Update the database with the necessary changes.
4. Delete the unnecessary data from the database.
These database applications have a very wide range from individuals on their personal computers to an enterprise
level ERP system.
The natural progression of these concepts is to understand what is meant by a DBMS. First and foremost a DBMS
stands for 'DataBase Management System'.
A DBMS consists of the following components [2]:
Software - user developed databases built on database management software like Oracle or Visual FoxPro.
Hardware - personal computers, client machines and mainframe computers for access of the data.
Applications - GUI components like forms and reports and other programs.
Personnel - the end user, the developer and the administrator.
END USER (customer)
APPLICATION (GUI component)
HARDWARE (computer)
SOFTWARE (database)
Figure 5.1 - Basic Components of a DBMS [2]
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Thus, within a DBMS, the end user can retrieve the data stored in the database through some means of data flow.
Thus, the means for the data flow or in other words the means for data access become crucial to the DBMS and
have a significant impact on the design and behavior of the application.
Historically, for all database applications, companies used a single custom-made Df.iMS. All the databases within
the DBMS and all the applications were designed using that same DBMS. These applications were thus streamlined
and very application specific. However, as the technology began to grow and the world of computers and databases
grew exponentially, the companies had an option of using different DBMS's. E;<..a of the DBMS had its own
advantage, some were cheaper than others, and some had better performance. Thus, business had the opportunity
to make optimum use of their capital to best suit their application. As it turned out, ?. company that worked with just
one DBMS now had several of them. Also, \vith the advent of the PC, several powerful applications and tools for
manipulating and dealing with data became' easily available and very cheap. Thus the data was now effectively
scattered across a host of these personal computers and there was a definite need for tliese machines to interact with
different databases, which were not necessarily compatible with them. Soon, with tne advent of the client-server
technology the businesses took a path wherein the cheap PC's would be used as client- to provide the interactivity to
manipulate the data and the mainframe computers would be the backend to support the applications and provide the
necessary data to the front end. The data access between the front end and the backend thus provided an opportunity
and developed a need for a very comprehensive and modular data access mode. Also. -software vendors developing
DBMS's were forced to write DBMS specific codes and applications to support their products (see figure 2). Thus, a
large amount of the capital would be spent just for the maintenance and design of a DBMS rather than on the actual
application. Thus, a need arose for a way to access different DBMS's in a very modular and an interoperable
manner. This led to the development of 'data access standards'. Interoperability can be defined as the "ability of a
single application to access different database management systems through the same source code"[3]. This
interoperable data access standard needed to be independent of any single DBMS. This led to the development of the
open database connectivity.
Interoperability through data access standard
Historic DBMS specific data access
DBMS DBMS DBMS
DBMS DBMS DBMS
i k i i i k ^"A ^ ' a-^
Data access standard
S* ii ?>.
Application Application Application
Application Application Application
Figure 5.2 - Need for a Data Access Standard
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5.2. Understanding Open DataBase Connectivity (ODBC)
ODBC is an application-programming interface (API) introduced by Microsoft that allows applications to access
databases by using SQL. The ODBCAPI is a call level interface (CLI) [4]. Thus, in effect, an application can access
remote data, using this standard, independent of the DBMS that the data resides on. ODBC is dependent upon
database-specific drivers to convert the ODBC calls into the format that can interact with that specific database.
Consequently, an ODBC application can be created with the purpose or goal of the application in mind and not the
DBMS. This provides great flexibility to the developer for integrating the application with data that may be scattered
over different DBMS's. At the time of development the programmer needs to know just the ODBC language, which
is a combination of the ODBC function calls.
The ODBC architecture
The ODBC architecture [5] has four components (see figure 3):
1. Application.
2. Driver Manager.
3. Driver.
4. Data Source.
Application
~> o
o
w
r n
IJ3
1 '
DriverManager
i '
-^
Driver Driver Driver
^ ' 1
Data
Source
Data
Source
Data
Source
Figure 5.3 - ODBC Architecture [10]
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An application is a program that uses standard SQL statements to load and retrieve data from the data sources
through the driver manager. This is done using calls to the ODBC API. There are three types of applications, which
are described next [6].
Generic applications - These are highly interoperable applications designed to work with a variety of
DBMS's.
Vertical applications - These are applications that perform a single type of task and although they can be
interoperable with several DBMS's, for a particular customer, these work with a single DBMS.
Custom application - These are task-specific applications that generally are not interoperable and are
designed for specific DBMS's and drivers.
The Driver Manager (for Windows, it is a DLL provided by Microsoft) is an intermediate level between the
application and the drivers. After the applications make calls to the ODBC API, the driver manager determines the
type of DBMS that needs to be accessed and then loads the appropriate drivers for that DBMS connection. It also
processes several initialization requests, validates the parameters of the ODBC calls, and sets the target-database
name to the specific driver.
The Driver in turn processes the ODBC calls, translates the calls into the target-database format and submits the
SQL statements to the data source, receives the results and submits the results to the application. They are
responsible for the correct implementation of the ODBC calls. ODBC recognizes two types of drivers: single-tier
and multi-tier. A single-tier driver processes both ODBC calls and the SQL statements. The multi-tier driver
processes the ODBC calls and passes the SQL statements directly to the database server [7].
The Data Source consists of the data that the user wants to access (the database), an appropriate supporting
platform, a DBMS and the network. A data source can be anything ranging from a relational database to a text file to
a spreadsheet. There are three types of data sources: User data source, System data source and File data source. User
data source is one that is available to the user who created it, System data source is one that is local to a single
machine, and File data source is one that can be shared by multiple database users [8, 9].
Conformance Levels
To aid the applications in determining the capabilities of the drivers and data sources, two levels of conformance
have been defined: The ODBC conformance level and the SQL conformance level [9]. The ODBC conformance
level determines what functions and features are available to the application from the driver. The SQL conformance
level specifies the SQL statements, and data types that the driver can process.
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Advantages ofODBC riO.lll
As long as the ODBC driver for the backend system is present, ihe front end can access thu data from any
system.
Different database systems can be accessed using the same app.i ,'ition.
It provides universal data access, alleviating the need to learn different programming interfaces.
ODBC is not restricted to just the windows platform.
ODBC works well with all databases including SQL, DB2, ORaCLE, Sybase e.t.c.
Limitations ofODBC T91
The applications do not work as an open system as the drivers h;. /a to be purchased.
It is limited to table-like data.
Vendors must develop drivers for all the DBMS features and functions.
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5.3. The OLE DB revolution
In 1990, Microsoft introduced ijs basic strategy for integrating the different data types with diffeiiiit application to
support the compound document ihis strategy was called Object Linking ar. ,: Embedding 01 OLE. In order-to
understand OLE, the concept of compound document is very important. A conpound documc
' is^essentially a
container ofdate that comes from a variety ofsources such as text editors, spy. idsheetr.. grqphi' . multimedia and
other applications [4]. The objective of a standard such as OLE is to provide e> v-. of integration -' a wide range of
objects to form a document. OLE allows the integration of objects from one a;,-plication into i.~ cher application.
These objects may not necessarily be organized data from databases, they can airso be data located i" other document
that are not in a table-like manner.
As the name suggests, OLE allows data access in two ways:
Object Linking - A link of the needed object is stored in the application. Thus, Lie actur object : ot copied, itcan
be accessed during runtime, and also can be accessed by multiple applications simultaneously ; sieving the most
current value of the object. The advantage of this is that it saves a lot of space and reduces the plication size. It
also provides maximum flexibility to gain access to the current data. A potentia risk hc.vever i; .at the link might
get lost and also that due to dynamic linking, the performance may suffer.
Embedding - The data of the needed object h- "opied into the required application. Thus, ; ce the object is
embedded, the application can access only that data. The advantage of this is that there is no ris; of losing the data
or the link to it and the performance is improved. The downside however is the space consumption
OLE DB is an implementation of the OLE object standard [9]. The OLE DB objects are. COM t jects that support
all required interfaces for these objects. Conceptually, OLE DB breaks down tfse DBMS funct-.iiality in to COM
object, which makes the access of the data more flexible. With ODBC, the vendor needs to creat; drivers for all the
features of the DBMS to make it operational, but with OLE DB, the vendor can create drivers for just the needed
features and later add on more drivers if and when needed. It leverages the COM infrastructure, which reduces
redundancy of services and provides a higher degree of interoperability not only among diverse information sources,
but also among programming environments and tools already developed for this environment [12]
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The OLE DB Architecture
The two basic concepts of OLE DB are consumers and providers. A consumer is an application or a system that
utilizes the OLE DB interface. A provider is a system that presents the OLE DB interface to the consumer.
Client
<
<
Consumer -< X OI ,F. OR Intprfarp
ADO
V. nt.r-
. OR Intprfarp
Service
Provider ' -< Query Processor Cursor
-
i k ik
i
I F. OR Intprfarp
j i
1
i
1r i '
ODBC provider Simple Data Storage 1 OLE DB provider
i ik
Data
Provider < ODBC V ~Z>
Database
1 i.
k.
1 ' ^^
SQL
database
Figure 5.4 - OLE DB object model [14]
*&
The Data Provider is basically a COM component with a well-defined programming interface that facilitates the
data access for the OLE DB module [13, 14, 15, 16]. These data providers wrap a data source and are responsible to
retrieve the data from its physical location and formatting it. Thus, a data provider does the work of exposing the
data in a tabular form.
The Service Provider acts as a consumer and a provider. In reality, it does not own the data, but processes it before
being passed on to the consumers. It can be looked upon as a transformer of data that it receives from the data
provider. It fulfills one of the goals ofOLE DB, which is to implement service components like a query processor
and cursor engine, if and when needed.
The Consumer is simply an application or a tool that accesses the data from the providers.
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OLE DB components interaction
Data source objects and Data session objects are required by the consumers to connect to the providers, initially,
the consumer creates the data source object, which in turn creates the data session object, which holds all !v*.
information like transactions, methods e.t.c. The data session objects provide methods to create the comr. u^d
objects and the rowsets. The Command object is responsible for preparing, specifying and executing the l--,.vt
commands or queries represented in the data definition language. The Rowset object is an abstraction thn enables
OLE DB to expose the data in a tabular form. All in all, the use ofOLE DB can be broken down into the following
components (see figure 5):
Initialize the environment.
Connect to a data source.
Create and execute a command.
Process results.
Clean ip
Creates context, authentication,
and data provider properties
j 3Cre<iteSesslon
111,.. iScopes transaction and generates
OlOBCreateCommand
^ '} Sets parameters and properties
CrealeComrnlnd % ' "~J Ssts> PreP"es- and Mecutes cmmini
1 Command
>
Shared data object
11 H ' Mm
Execute ; ->
Figure 5.5 - OLE DB Component Interaction [14]
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5.4. The Advent ofADO
OLE DB uses low-level calls for data access to the consumers, which makes the programming tedious and time-
consuming. ADO acts as a -wrapper' over the OLE DB layer and provides a higher-Id' <ol interface to facilitate the
data access. It is a simple object model that can be used by the consumers to process : ay OLE DB data. It can be
called using several languages like VBScript, JScript, Java, C#, C++ and Visual Basic [*;}.
ADO stands for ActiveX Data Objects, and provides access toMicrosoft's data access tichnologies [17]. It acts as a
consumer to the OLE DB data providers. OLE DB is a system-level interface while , .DO is an application-level
interface. Although, OLE DB is a very powerful tool, seldom do developers need access ro the low-level details such
as manually aggregating all the components, which can be provided using OLE DB. Furthermore, developers often
use high-level interface tools such as Visual Basic that do not support low-level detnUs like pointers in C++. To
side-step from the low-level interaction that is done while using OLE DD, there is a much higher level programming
model that acts at the application level. And this is exactly where ADO and its utility come in. Programmers can
write applications over the OLE DB data using several languages.
Following are the advantages provided by ADO [18, 19]:
Ease ofUse - Data access requires very few lines of code.
Programming language neutral - Several languages like C++, JScript, VBScript can be used to develop
applications over OLE DB data.
Provider neutral - Data can be accessed from any OLE DB source.
No loss of OLE DB functionality - C++ programmers can access the low-ievel data of the OLE DB
interfaces.
Extensible - ADO can dynamically expose properties of the data provider via the collections of the data
provider properties. Type extensibility is also available through access to COM components via column
values.
Thus, ADO relieves the developer who is not interested in learning the intricacies of Com or OLE DB and prefers
programming at a higher level using tools such as Visual Basic. Also, there is an improvement in the performance
and also reduction in the development cost.
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ADO Object Model
The ADO object model consists of three basic high-level compoK.cts [19, 20, 21, 22]. These three components are:
Connection Object.
Command Object.
Recordset Object.
These three objects can be created and destroyed independently .. -ny other object. In addition to these three objects
there are four other objects, which are error'object, property ob t, parameter object and the field object. Each of
the top-level objects does contain a property object (see figure 6)
Connection Object
Command Object
Error
PaiLtneter
Property
Recordset Object
Field
Property
Pi, irty
Property
Figure 5.6 - ADO object model [19]
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The connection object opens a connection to the data source. All ADO applications must support a connection
object. This is the common gateway to all the other ADO objects.
ADO returns all the errors in a collection called the error object. All the ADO objects have associated property
objects with them.
The Command object is used to execute the queries and stored procedures that are stored in a database. These are
the SQL statements that need to be executed.
Each command object has associated parameters that are used to pass additional information and define the
parameters that are required. Individual parameter information can be read or written using a unique parameter
object.
The Recordset object encapsulates 'the OLE DB rowset object. It holds the entire set of records that are a result of
executed commands. This is where the data is read and the manipulation of data is done.
The recordset object exposes a collection of Field objects that contain the metadata about the columns in the
recordset, such as name, type, length etc.
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5.5. Migration to ADO.NET
ADO.NET is a new, improved and enhanced version of ADO that was developed as apart of the Microsoft.NET
initiative. It incorporates the functionality of ADO and OLE DB and has additional features that make it the data
access technology for the future. In particular, it facilitates the transformation of XML documents to and from the
databases, and has the unique ability to create and process in-memory pseudo databases called
'datasets' [9].
ADO.NET is the binding force that integrates all the applications developed in the Microsoft.NET framework and
the DBMS and databases from which the data is derived (see figure 7).
DBMS -> Databases
I
ADO.NET
i '
Windows
Applications
Web
Applications
Web Services
Figure 5.7 - Where ADO.NET fits in
Thus, ADO.NET is an integral part of the .NET framework. The important feature of the .NET framework is that it
facilitates development of applications in various languages and then provides a feature to integrate these
applications into their parent application. Thus, the interface used by the user can access all types of application
independent of the languages that the individual applications are developed in. This is achieved through the
Common Language Runtime (CLR) [23].
Extensible Markup Language (XML)
"XML is easily comprehensible to anyone who understands HTML, but it is much more powerful. More than just a
markup language, XML is a metalanguage - a language used to define new markup languages. With XML, you can
create a language crafted specifically for your application or domain". Extensible Markup Language (XML) is a
simple, very flexible text format derived from SGML [24, 25]. XML has a clear separation between the document
structure, content and materialization. With XML, the developer can create his or her own tags and elements. Any
XML document has two distinct sections. The first defines the structure of the document called the 'document type
declaration'
or DTD, and the second is called the document data, which contains the actual data.
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A progression from ADO
ADO.NET was developed with much of its basics similar to ADO with a few changes, both internal and external.
The main internal change is that ADO.NET is based entirely upon XML. Externally, it differs from ADO in such a
manner that there is no recordset in ADO.NET. The functionality of the recordset has been divided in to three parts:
DataReader object, DataSet object and DataSetCommand object. By dividing the recordset functionality from the
ADO into distinct element ADO.NET provides much more flexibility, higher performance and tailored support
for each element in the application [27]. The dataset can be considered as a fully functional and independent in-
memory database. It has all the functionality of normal databases. This is the aspect of ADO.NET, which
represents a merger of two technologies: ADO and XML. The dataset data can be constructed from data in different
databases, which are managed by different database management systems. Once the dataset is constructed, the
contents can be formatted as a XML document and similarly a XML schema for the dataset can be generated.
ADO.NET architecture
There are two basic components of ADO.NET in order to part data access from data manipulation. These two
components are: the DataSet and the .NET framework data provider (see figure 8). The .NET framework data
provider consists ofConnection object, Command object, DataReader object and DataAdapter object [28, 29].
Database
Figure 5.8 - ADO.NET architecture [28]
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As mentioned earlier, a data set is an in-memory database and has the capability to support the data being
disconnected from the original source. It can be used with multiple and differing data sources, used with XML data,
or used to manage data local to the application. It represents a complete set of data including related tables,
constraints, and relationships among the tables. The DataSet can also persist and reload its contents as XML and its
schema as XML Schema definition language (XSD) schema. The DataSet has two basic components:
DataTableCollection and DataRelationCollection. The DataTableCollection contains zero or more DataTable
objects, which are in turn made up of three collections: Columns, Rows, and Constraints. The
DataRelationCollection contains zero or more DataRelations.
A data provider is a class library that provides ADO.NET services. There are currently threeMicrosoft-supplied data
providers: ihe OLE DB data provider, the SQLClient data provider, and the OracleClient data provider. But
ADO.NET does have a capability of including more of them. The Connection object initiates and gains the
connection to the data source, li.c Command object holds the SQL statements and the stored procedure mature to
be executed. DataAdapter in turn manages the interactions between the dataset and the data source. The
DataAdapter contains four Command objects: the SelectCommand, UpdateCommand, InsertCommand, and
DeleteCommand. The DataAdapter uses the SelectCommand to fill a DataSet and uses the remaining three
commands to transmit changes back to the data source, as required. A DataReader is an object for obtaining a
forward-only, read-only stream of data from a data source. It can be created only by calling the ExecuteReader
method of a Command.
Design Goals ofADO.NET
As application development has evolved, new applications have become loosely coupled based on the Web
application model. More and more of today's applications use XML to encode data to be passed over network
connections. Web applications use HTTP as the fabric for communication between tiers, and therefore must
explicitly handle maintaining state between requests. This new model is very different from the connected, tightly
coupled style ofprogramming that characterized the client/server era, where a connection was held open for the
duration of the program's lifetime and no special handling ofstate was required [30].
While developing ADO.NET, the following design goals were taken into consideration:
Leverage the present ADO knowledge - The ADO functionality is not lost but it is used to step up to get
a much simpler data access model.
Support the N-tier programming Model - ADO.Net supports disconnected data very efficiently and
provides support for the N-tier programming Model for which most of the current applications are written.
Integrate XML support - XML and ADO.NET are very well integrated. The XML support is built into
the ADO.NET at a very fundamental level.
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A Closing Note
As the Internet and web became more interactive and widely used, the need for a middleware became more and
more prominent and evident. The middleware is the logical layer in which the data access components usually reside
and carry out their functions. With web technology and computer technology increasing at an exponential level,
many different tools and platform were born. The introduction of .NET is the next step in Microsoft's maturing
component technology [31, 32]. Each new tool has its own merits and can perform certain functions in a more
efficient manner than the others. Be it Internet on a web server or Intranet on a network server, there is a need for
interoperability work that is shared across heterogeneous platforms and hence a robust data access technology is
required. Microsoft has optimized ADO Recordsets for data transmission in aWeb environment and XML acts as an
universal glue between tiers, no matter which platforms are involved. As interoperability and scalability increase,
ADO does not give the best possible answer because it is not XML-based butADO.NET is.
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5.6. Glossary
Object
In object-oriented programming, objects are the things you think about first in designing a program and they are also
the units of code that are eventually derived from the process. In between, each object is made into a generic class of
object and even more generic classes are defined so that objects can share models and reuse the class definitions in
their code. Each object is an instance of a particular class or subclass with the class's own methods or procedures
and data variables. An object is what actually runs in the computer [33].
Compound document
In information technology, a compound document is an organized collection of user interfaces that form a single
integrated perceptual environment. A compound document includes a data structure that contains different data
types, such as text, audio files, and motion video files. A compound document is also an application environment
containing program objects that can be interlinked and interacted with by a user [34].
Component Object Model
Component Object Model (COM) is Microsoft's framework for developing and supporting program component
objects. It is aimed at providing a framework for the interoperation of distributed objects in a network that is
supported by other major companies in the computer industry [35].
Call Level Interface
A programming interface designed to support SQL access to databases from shrink-wrapped application programs
[36].
Document Type Declaration (DTD)
It is that part of an XL document where the structure of a document is defined by the developer. It consists of the
various elements and their parameters to be used in the document [9].
Query Processor
Query processor is an object that accepts the SQL syntax, selects the needed command and executes the chosen plan
[37].
Cursor Engine
It is the underlying technology of remote data access that is responsible for retrieving and updating the results of
queries sent to the DBMS [38].
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Chapter 6: The MESASI database
6.1 The real-time MES database
A database that supplies information for the MES layer is essentially getting information from the control layer.
MESA defines a Control System as being 'responsible for measurement, monitoring, and manipulation of
production, people, products, andprocesses within the environs oftheprocess or shop
floor" [1]. The real time data
that was required from the CAMCELL was captured using the Siemens PC based automation technology called
WinCC. Also, the other feature of this database was the information about the clients and suppliers. This
information can be edited by two channels. These two channels or modules are the client module and the
administrator module. The clients can log-in to the system and enter their information and also place and view the
orders under their respective accounts. The administrator, on the other hand, has access to the entire database and
can access entire customer information as well. Thus for the tables in the MESASI database, the information or data
is being fed in from either the shop floor by data-acquisition systems or by the end-users of the MES system (see
Figure x.l).
VS.NET
interface
SQL Database Server
L_.
control layer
WinCC
interface
Figure 6. 1 - Three tier architecture
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This section provides a brief description of the various tables in the MESASI database and explains what
information can be stored in the tables and how the information is important for theMES application.
6.1.1 The 'customer' table
The customer table stores information about the customer. Information like the customer id, contact information,
address, and date that the customer had the first transaction can be found in this table. The information in this table
can be manipulated by the administrator who can add new customer information and generate a unique customer id
for each new customer. Also, fields like the 'ftransdt' or first transaction date can be used later to calculate some
benefits for the customer that may come with time.
6.1.2 The 'customerorderdetail' table
This table consists of detailed information of an order placed by the customer. When the customer places an order,
there can be more than one item selected and the quantities and measure of units for each item in the order can be
different. All this information is stored in this table. This table can also be accessed by the system administrator in
case of any inconsistencies with the customer demand.
6.1.3 The 'customerorderheader' table
This table contains the order information for all the orders in the systems (active and completed). The information in
this table is obtained directly from the customer who places the order. This table works in close association with the
'customerorderdetail'
table. The number of items in a specific order and the total amount for that order can be
accessed from this table. This table and the 'customerorderdetail' table are essential in Sales and Finance
departments of the MES system. They can be used to develop invoices for the orders and maintain the status of all
orders that are in the system.
6.1.4 The 'downtime' table
This table contains a history of the downtime for the CAMCELL. It has information that identifies the machine that
has had downtime, the time the machine went down and the time the machine was up and running again. Also it logs
the information of the corrective actions taken. This is very important information as it not only helps in keeping a
downtime log but also helps in identifying the corrective actions taken for any specific problem that causes the
downtime. Thus, if the same problem occurs in the future, there is a quick way to know how to fix it.
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6.1.5 The 'ftool' and the 'rtool' table
These two tables store information about the different tools required. They have information like the tool code, tool
material, etc. The 'ftool' holds information for the finishing tool and
'rtool' holds information relating to the
roughing tool.
6.1.6 The 'jobstatus' table
The 'jobstatus' table holds the real-time information obtained from each element the CAMCELL FMS. It has
information that can be used to track the current status of an order to even a part-to-part level. It has details about the
process, the order, the current count of parts within that order, etc.
6.1.7 The 'login' table
This is a table that is used to store information like the username and password of each of the end-users of the MES
application. It also stores the information regarding the level of authority that is assigned to each user.
6.1.8 The 'machine' table
This table can be accessed by the system administrator. The administrator can add information about any machine
that is purchased and view information for the machines that are already present in the system. It stores information
like the vendor code, TPM time required and the date that the purchase was made.
6.1.9 The 'measure' table
This table contains information about the unit of measure like DZ for dozen, EA for each, BX for box, etc. This is
again used as a crucial input while placing an order, printing the invoice, etc.
6.1.10 The 'pallet' table
This table contains information for the pallets used in the CAMCELL. It stores information regarding the pallet, its
calibration date, the fixture that can be used with the pallet, pallet number, etc. This information can be used during
the checks for the set-ups for any product that needs to be processed through the system. It gives information such as
the correct fixture that is used for each pallet as a way to prevent the associate from setting up the process
incorrectly.
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6.1.11 The 'parts' table
This table contains information relating to each part that can be processed in the CAMCELL. It can store details
about the lead-times, the process code, the sequence of operations, etc. that are necessary in order to get the
CAMCELL setup correct when a specific order is being processed. It can also be used in order to print out work
instructions for the associates on the floor.
6.1.12 The 'process' table
This table holds all the information necessary for each process in the CAMCELL. It stores information like the part
number, machine number, station number, setup time, cycle time, etc. This again aids the associates on the floor
with their job and keeps details on how the part is processed at each stage as it goes through the system.
6.1.13 The 'processlog' table
This table is very useful in determining the downtime. It keeps information relating to the process, the cycletime and
date, thus making it possible to tract key metrics such as 'OEE' or "Overall Equipment Effectiveness'.
6.1.14 The 'rawmaterial' table
This table stores all the data necessary for the raw material that is used in the CAMCELL. It specifies the reorder
level for all the raw material and also the vendor information and cost.
6.1.15 The 'returns' table
This table stores all the information necessary when there is any return from the customer: the date when the return
was made, what problem the customer had, and how many parts were defected if any, and the corrective measures
taken to handle the return.
6.1.16 The 'sequence' table
The sequence table is a very important table. This table represents information from the
'SEQ' file (see Figure x.2)
Load/Unload
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Figure 6.2 -The SEQ file
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This also holds information relating each of the sequence steps with the individual machine processes. The foreign
key 'prseqcd' identifies the process sequence code and identifies the individual 'SQ' files within the CAMCELLL
system.
6.1.17 The 'seqload' file
This table stores information that is represented by the 'SQ1' file within the CAMCELL system. The information
like partname, docking code, the station number, the 'prseqcd', etc can be accessed using this table.
6.1.18 The 'seqlathe' file
This table stores information that is represented by the
'SQ2' file within the CAMCELL system. The information
like partname, lathe code, step number, line number, description, the 'prseqcd', etc can be accessed using this table.
This explains the step-by-step details that a process at the lathe machine has to perform.
6.1.19 The 'seqmill' file
This table represents the 'SQ3' file within the CAMCELL system. This explains each step that is done at the milling
station.
6.1.20 The 'seqvision' file
This table represents the 'SQ4' file within the CAMCELL system. This explains each step that is done at the vision
station.
6.1.21 The 'seqassem' file
This table is a generic table for all the files that lie under the category of
'SQ5'
to 'SQ8'. Stations 5 to 8 are the
assembly stations and their respective sequence files are represented by
'SQ5'
to
'SQ8'
respectively. These give
details of each motion of the robotic arm at the assembly stations.
6.1.22 The 'vendor' table
The vendor table stores information about the vendor / supplier. Information like the vendor id, contact information,
address, and date that the vendor had the first transaction can be found in this table. The information in this table can
be manipulated by the administrator who can add new vendor information and generate a unique vendor id for each
new vendor. Also, fields like the
'ftransdt'
or first transaction date can be used to later calculate some benefits for
the vendor that may come with time.
6.1.23 The 'zipcode' table
The zipcode table consists of the city name, state and zip code.
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Chapter 7: Manufacturing Execution System at the Advanced System
Integration Lab (MESASI)
7.1. Application Overview
The Manufacturing Execution System developed for this research is called MESASI. This stands for
"Manufacturing Execution System for the Advances Systems Integration Lab". The MESASI is the middleware for
the CAMCELL set up ofASI Lab. It collects information from the CAMCELL control layer and massages the data
into useful information for the ERP layer. The real time information from the CAMCELL setup and the client end or
the customer side is stored in a SQL server database. For the data acquisition from the CAMCELL, the Siemens
WinCC open database technology was utilized. This was the core subject matter for another research dissertation
done in 2002-03 (see Figure 1).
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Figure 7.1 - Data Acquisition with Siemens WinCC [1]
The essence of aMES is the transformation of the available data into useful information that can be used as an
efficient tool for decision making by the management. The VisualStudio.NET software by Microsoft has been used
to create user interface screens for the MES built for the purpose of this research. As a part of this research, four
separate modules were created. These modules represented four distinct sections within the MES. These modules
within the manufacturing environment can be categorized as follows:
1 . The Client / CustomerModule (information that the customer is interested in)
2. The Management Module (information that the manager is interested in looking at)
3. The Operator Module (information that needs to be available for the associate on the floor)
4. The System Administrator Module (information that needs to be viewed and edited by the administrator of
the system)
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This application focuses on the client-server methodology (see Figure 2); where the logic flows between a client
computer that is responsible for the creation of a request to get access to a particular piece of information. In
response, another high-end machine which is the server acts upon the request and manipulates the information from
the database to fulfill the request and transfer the required information.
__^
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Interfile* Integrate
v
r_
..J
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interface Interface
Figure 7.2 - Client-Server computing model [2]
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The application starts up with the login screen (see Figure 3). Here the user of the application is prompted to login to
the system using their respective username and password. Depending on the input from the user, the system
validates the data and the level of access for each user, and opens the corresponding screen for further data access.
Here the system accesses the 'login' table, where the three fields namely username, password and level are verified.
Here the DataReader object from the .NET framework data provider is used for the verification of the data on the
click-event of the submit button.
MESAASI Login Screen
Welcome to MESASI
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CD Today: 4/25/2004
Figure 7.3 -MES application login screen
This screen has a brief explanation about MESASI and also shows two diagrams that represent the CAMCELL set
up and the CAMCELL Automation Hierarchy.
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7.2 The Client / CustomerModule
The standard menu screen for the customer module is represented in figure 4. Out of the 12 possible tabs seen on the
menu, two of the functions have been activated for the application.
Main Menu for Customer Level
. ;
'
Welcome to FJ^gftSga
Manufacturing Execution System
Advances System Integration Lab (ASI Lab)
Rochester Institute ofTechnology
81 LombMemorial Drive, Rochester. NY44623
K MESA"
m
Figure 7.4 - Customer main menu
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7.2.1 View Order Status
This screen (see Figure 5) allows the customer to view the status of their respective order. The customers have to
type in their unique customer id, and the hit the "Click to view orders" button in order to view all their past and
present orders. The application then retrieves the data from the "customerorderheader" and
"customerorderdetail"
table from the database that corresponds to the customer id entered. Here the DataAdapter object is used to retrieve
the data and the dataset object is updated with the required information that is shown on the screen.
Customers Can View Their Order Details Here
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Figure 7.5 - View customer order
Here information such as 'order number', 'shipment date', 'quantity shipped', and 'unit
cost'
etc can be viewed.
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7.2.2 Place a new order
This screen is shown in figure 7. Here the user needs to enter the customer id and then click on the "place an
order"
button. The application then automatically generates an order number and assigns item number
' 1 ' for the 1st item in
the order. The customer then has to select the part, the unit and enter the quantity for the required item and ifneed be
can enter another item by choosing "add more items" button. When this happens, the application keeps the same
order number but increments the item number by one. Thus there is no restriction on the number of items that can be
present in a single order.
Customer Can Add AnOrder Into TheMESASI Database He
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Figure 7.6 - Place an order
Here the customer can browse through all his orders using the
'back'
and
'next' buttons. This screen uses the 'part'
table, "measure" table,
"customerorderheader" to generate information and then updates the "customerorderdetail"
table with the information selected and entered by the user.
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7.3 TheManagementModule
The standard menu screen for the management module is represented in figure 7. Out of the 12 possible tabs seen on
the menu, two of the functions have been activated for the application.
Main Menu forManager Level Personnel
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Figure 7.7 - Manager main menu
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7.3.1 Summary ofOrders
With this interface screen, the manager or user who has management privileges can view the status of all the orders
in the system. As seen in figure 8, the manager can select the various client companies from a pull down menu. This
pull down menu is populated using the DataSet and DataAdapter objects using the
"customer" table.
EHManager Can Check Order DetailsHere
u
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...anufacturing Execution Syste.
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Boxes of Screw
Trnale shipments
Key chain cubes
BACK NEXT
Figure 7.8 - Summary of orders
The event of selecting the company triggers the event that populates the list box with the order numbers that
correspond for that particular customer. When any order number is clicked on in the list box the rest of the fields on
the form and the grid get populated with the appropriate data. The order description, shipment date, cost, units, etc
are shown in the data grid. The 'next' and 'back' buttons can be used to browse through the orders that show up for
the chosen customer. This data is obtained from the
"customerorderdetail" table.
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7.3.2 Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) Statistics
This interface screen presents details of the OEE measurement metric. The OEE metric is calculated for processes
that run in a working day. The first step is to select the date that the user wants to see the statistics for. This
populates the process drop down menu with the processes that were recorded for that particular day. This is a very
effective management tool which is used to track the efficiency of the process and the equipment and can be used as
a benchmark for process control. (See Figure 9)
Manager Can View The OEE Statistics Here
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Figure 7.9 - OEE statistics
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7.3.2.1 Calculations ofOEE:
"OEE is simple andpractical. It takes the most common and important sources ofmanufacturing productivity loss,
places them into three primary categories and distills them into metrics that provide an excellent gauge for
measuring where you are - and how you can
improve!" [3].
The three categories that are defined for calculating OEE are:
1 . Availability Ratio
Availability takes into account Down Time Loss, and is calculated as:
Availability = Operating Time / Planned Production Time
2. Performance Ratio
Performance takes into account Speed Loss, and is calculated as:
Performance = Pieces Produced / (Ideal Rate * Operating Time)
3. Quality Ratio
Quality takes into account Quality Loss, and is calculated as:
Quality = Good Pieces / Pieces Produced
The OEE metric is a product of these three ratios, and thus is calculated as:
OEE = Availability ratio x Performance ratio x Quality ratio
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7.4 The OperatorModule
The standard menu screen for the Operator module is represented in figure 10. Out of the 12 possible tabs seen on
the menu, two of the functions have been activated for the application.
MainMenu for Operator Level Personnel
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Figure 7.10 - Operator main menu
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7.4.1 Production Schedule
This interface screen is shown in figure 1 1 . This is an interface screen designed to be viewed by the operator or the
supervisor on the shop floor. The application is designed in a manner that the schedule for production for any day is
automatically generated by the system at the server level such that the order that needs to be shipped the earliest
takes precedence. Thus, the supervisor can access the production schedule by viewing this screen and can also gain
access to the various details for the sequence ofoperations involved to produce a particular part.
Operator Can View The Production Schedule Here
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Figure 7.1 1 - Production schedule
This screen shows the part name, part number and the quantity that is left to be built. When the user clicks on the
sequence code, the first grid is populated with the sequence file (the SEQ file). The
'back'
and
'next' buttons can be
used to browse through the sequence, or it can be directly accessed by clicking on the grid. This triggers an event
which retrieves the data from the respective 'SQ' files, and populates the second data grid. The second data grid
shows the actual sequence that needs to be followed for each individual station within the CAMCELL.
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7.4.2 Process Information
This interface screen is identical to the OEE screen (see Figure 9) that shows the OEE statistics. This is used by the
supervisor to keep the shop floor within the required OEE levels, and if there is a deviation from the required OEE
level, he can call an alert and get the process back on the right track. This can also be used as a motivational tool for
the shop floor where High Impact Teams (HIT) can thrive off their excellent OEE levels, and can drive the rest of
the plant to achieve similar high efficiency goals.
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7.5 The System Administrator Module
The standard menu screen for the System Administrator module is represented in figure 12. Out of the 12 possible
tabs seen on the menu, two of the functions have been activated for the application.
menuAdmin
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Figure 7.12 - Administrator main menu
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7.5.1 Customer Information
Using the 'Add customer information' screen (see Figure 13), the system administrator can add the customer
information. The administrator can also browse through all the customers that are in the database. When the user (in
this case, the administrator) hits the 'add button', the module automatically generates the customer code for the
database. This code is essentially the succeeding number to the largest number for the customer code from the
'customer'
table in the database. Only after all the fields are completed does the save button appear active and then
the user can save the new record into the database.
Information System Administartor Can Add CustomerDetail
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Figure 7.13 - Customer information
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7.5.2 Part Information
Using the 'Add part information' screen (see Figure 14), the system administrator can add the part information. The
administrator can also browse through all the parts that are in the database. When the user hits the 'add button', the
module automatically generates the part code for the database. This code is essentially the succeeding number to the
largest number for the part code from the 'parts' table in the database. Only after all the fields are completed, does
the save button appear active and then the user can save the new record into the database.
Information System Administrator Can Add Part Information
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Benchmarking VS.NET as an application development software
Chapter 8: Benchmarking VS.NET as an application development software
The point of reference for the benchmark was the thesis [10] that developed aMES application using Visual FoxPro.
For a distributed information system application like the MES to function with optimum efficiency, certain features
that are crucial are considered as the criteria for the bench mark of VS.NET as a development platform: The
development platform for creating an application should certainly be very simple and easy to work with. The
language in which the application is created should be very user friendly and robust. Connection with the data
source should be very efficient and robust as getting timely and accurate information is crucial for a MES, the data
access standard should be very efficient to make the data aggregation and data manipulation very simple, application
deployment must be very adaptive to all systems and must have a capability to integrate, with all possible systems
through interoperability, transactions, remoting, and graphics (potential to utilize pictures and charts).
8.1. C sharp fC#)
In recent times, choices for developing applications that have the ability to deliver solutions and services in a
closely-knit internet world, two main choices have arisen. On non-Windows platforms, such as UNIX and Linux,
Java has emerged as the choice for developing web based solutions and services. .Net ani its main languages, C#
and Visual Basic, offer similar possibilities on a Windows platform. The MESASI application was developed in C#.
Following are some of the advantages that C# offers [1,2]:
8.1.1 Integration with the .NET framework
C# has a lot of features that are integrated in the .NET framework 'which makes C# 3 premier choice while
developing applications in .NET. It has an inbuilt extensive forms development environment in .NET which is very
useful for business application development similar to visual basic. It also brings in the concept of rapid application
development (RAD) to developers of C and C++. C# also has access to thousands of classes that do not need to be
recreated.
8.1.2 Safety
C# does not allow an application to run unless a variable is initialized to a valid initial value. This acts as an error-
proofing technique against the shortcomings of C++ / C where the variables that are not initialized act to put the
program out of sync.
8.1.3 Object oriented (OO)
C# is extremely inclined to object oriented programming. Actual strings can be treated as objects and can be used
with methods such as
'ToUpper' in order to convert the string to 'ALL CAPS'.
1 Console.Write("hello, world".ToUpper());
Also, simple data types like
'int'
can be converted into objects and used whenever necessary.
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8.1.4 Easy to understand syntax
Header files have been removed in C#. The syntax in C# is very logical and more readable than C or C++. The event
handling in C# is also very intuitive to the operation that needs to be performed aiding in better understanding. The
pointers are eliminated from C#, as the compiler does not allow direct memory allocation.
8.1.5 Memory management and garbage collection
C# removes memory management issues from the developer by using the .NET garbage collection scheme. Items
that are not referenced are marked for garbage collection, and the Framework can reclaim this memory as needed.
8.1.6 Using Namespaces
In C#, the developer can directly import the namespace required by using the 'USING' statement and begin using all
the components within that namespace without worrying about registry lookups.
8.1.7 The flexibility to be unsafe
In C#, in case there is a situation where the developer needs to use pointers, it can still be done using the keyword
'unsafe'
to mark that specific block of code. This facilitates that particular block of code to by-pass the type-safety
feature of the .NET framework.
8.1.8 Inheritance
C# has the ability to inherit components and extend upon them even if they are developed in a different language.
This makes C# interoperable with the other .NET framework languages.
8.1.9 XML compatibility
C# supports XML integrity within the compiler. It allows the XML documentation to be generated. This is done by
using the syntax
7//' followed by the XML syntax. This allows the developer to store a variety of information like
hyperlinks and related document within the comment. It also provides the ability to store the XML tags and
documentation as XML files that can be later viewed using the Internet Explorer browser.
8.1.10 Eliminate Buffer overflows
A buffer overflow occurs when the computer memory holds more than one instance of the same data type. Thus, an
overflow occurs when data is added to the buffer outside the block ofmemory allocated to the buffer. In C#, this
buffer overflow can be explicitly identified or ignored and can be managed internally by the compiler by not
allowing space to he identified overflows.
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8.2 Interoperability of.NET
As seen in the figure 8.1, Java source code is compiled into Java byte code on a 'Java Virtual
Machine'
or JVM. In
contrast to this, the C# or .NET source code does not compile to a C# byte code. It in fact compiles to a 'common
intermediate language' instruction set or CIL that runs on common language runtime environment and not only
explicitly on C# runtime. The CIL instructions are inside a .module file. These .module files can be combined to
form .dll or .exe file. Together the .exe and .dll files are referred to as assemblies.
Figure 8.1 - Comparative code architecture ofVS.NET vs. JAVA [3]
A common language specification is defined by the .NET framework in order to aid language interoperability. All
the languages that adhere to these rules are .NET interoperable. A typical example of this is the 'keyword escape
syntax rule". In every language there are certain keywords that mean something. In case a situation arises when two
different languages are trying to talk to one another and that communication bridge has a keyword from one of the
languages, it creates a problem. In order to work around this problem the common language specification uses '@'
before the keyword and that prevents the compiler from reading that word as a keyword and thus the communication
can take place. This feature is not accessible in JAVA. Thus, it can be seen that CLS and CIL together can provide
true language interoperability [3].
Figure 8.2 - CLS and CLR [3]
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Thus, an application can be developed in several languages with different modules written in different languages,
but they can all be complied in the CLR and deployed as one application of .NET as seen in figure 8.3.
Application Design
C# ; nodule VB module C++ module ASP'module
VS.NET Application execution
Figure 8.3 - Interoperability with .NET
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8.3 Application Deployment
In the legacy windows systems, the source code is compiled into a DLL and used by one or more applications (see
Figure 8.4). Now, when there is a specific need that is generated due to which the original source code needs to be
changed or some new code needs to be added to the original one, the code is edihd as required and then compiled
again to create a new DLL. This new dll has to replace the old DLL and prompts tb<* deletion of the old DLL. But in
some cases the change may adversely affect some applications, and they might wan! to revert to the old DLL. In this
case there needs to be a compromise at the developers end since some of his end-^jsers would remain dissatisfied.
JAVA also has similar backward compatibility issues.
Figure 8.4 - Deployment in legacy windows systems
In the .NET framework, the code is compiled into an assembly and the assembly is used by one or more
applications. This assembly has a version number associated with it. In addition to this, due to the XML integrity
provided with .NET, there is an XML configuration file associated with each of the applications using the assembly
(See Figure 8.5). This is where there is the information regarding the location of the assembly file and the specific
version number of the assembly file.
Code ASSEMBLY APPLICATION XML FILE
Figure 8.5 - Deployment in .NET framework
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Thus, in case there is a scenario where more than one application uses the same assembly, but the upgraded version
of the assembly does not work well with some of the applications. The information in the XML configuration file
for those applications can be edited and the old version of the assembly can be assigned to that application such that
all the applications are being executed at their maximum efficiency. Thus, this backtracking is be possible in a .NET
framework since the assemblies can reside side by side in a location in the computer calkd as 'Global Asr-embly
Cache', or 'GAC (see Figure 8.6).
r '
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ASSEMBLY
APPLICATION
1
r
? APPLICATION > XML FILE
Figure 8.6 - GAC in .NET framework
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8.4 Connection with a backend server
8.4.1 FoxPro Connection to the Server
In the legacy DBMS systems like FoxPro development environment, the connection to the server is via the ODBC
channel. In order to establish this connection and get access to the server, a 'DSN', or 'Data Source Name', has to be
created (see Figure 8.7 and 8.8).
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Figure 8.7 - Creating a DSN
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Figure 8.8 - Connection designer in Visuai FoxPro
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Listed below are the three different types ofDSN that are used:
1. The User DSN
A User DSN is accessible only to a specific user from a specific machine on which the DSN is
created.
2. The System DSN
The System DSN is accessible to all the users of the machine and also includes the NT users or
network users.
3. The File DSN
The File DSN can be accessed only by the users who have the same drivers installed.
The function of the DSN is to' get access to all the information that is stored in a database. It also manages the
information such as the machine IP address, machine name, type of server, type of database and other information
such as the security access.
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8.4.2 VS.NET Connection to the Server
In contrast to this, the .NET framework uses the namespaces 'System.Data' and
'System.Data.SqlClient' in order to
again access to the database. The connection is just one simple connection string. This connection string needs all
the information necessary to access the server like the server name and the authentication information. In this case
the data source is directly the SQL server that the developer is trying to gain access to. This ca;> be understood using
the following block of code:
SqlConnection myConn = new SqlConnection (string);
myConn.Open();
myConn.CloseO;
Thus the connection is established using the SqlConnection object and eliminates the need for creating a DSN (see
Figure 8.9 - Figure 8.10). It uses the service providers to connect directly tc the database. Thus, the connection
object provides a pass through for the ADO.net data access. This makes the security aspect of the application
completely manageable on the remote server end, which is an advantage. The privileges and access to various tables
within the database can be set on the server, and then depending on the end-user the connection object would get
only that information that is allowed for that particular user.
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Figure 8.9 - SqlConnection object in the data tab of the toolbox in VS.NET IDE
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8.5 Transactions
Transactions in the .NET framework can be viewed as blocks of database actions that need be performed as a single
unit. Using a transaction gives the application the ability to abort (roll back) al) changes executed from within the
transaction if any errors occur during any part of the transaction process. For example, consider the case of the
MESASI application with two. tables, customerorderheader and customerorderdetail. When an order is added to
customerorderdetail table with the item number and the order number, the corresponding value should be added into
the customerorderheader table with the order number and the items count.
If an update to the customerorderdetail table was successful and an update to th-2 customerorderheader table failed,
the integrity of the data would be compromised. In order to guarantee thcr. both tables wc.ild be updated
successfully, the two Update data commands could be packaged into a single transaction. If ove table updated
successfully and the other table did not, the entire transaction can be rolled backed and all the conx.nands would be
discarded at the data source. Also, the issues that caused the failure can be corrected and the transaction can be tried
again. The transactions need the 'System.Data' and 'System.Data.SqlClient' namespaces and can be implemented
using the
'SqlTransaction'
object [4].
8.6 GDI +
GDI stands for 'Graphic Device Interface'. GDI+ consists of the set of .NET base classes that are available to carry
out custom drawing on the screen [5]. These classes .arrange for the appropriate instructions to be sent to graphics
device drivers to ensure that the correct output is placed on the monitor screen (or printed to a hard copy). Thus, the
application does not interact with the graphic device drivers, but the GDI does. VS.NET makes the graphics
programming much simpler and has a lot of support a 'ailable for the GDI applications.
The services provided by GDI+ can be broadly classified into 3 categories [6]:
1. 2-D vector graphics
2-D vector graphics involve drawing of the basic features such as lines, dots and arcs that can be
specified on a coordinate system. GDI-i- provides classes that store information about the primitives
themselves, classes that store information about how the primitives are to be drawn, and classes that
actually do the drawing. For example, the Rect class stores the location and size of a rectangle.
2. Imaging
These aid in storing and rendering the pictures that are difficult to be defined using the primitives.
These pictures are stored as bitmaps.
3. Text Rendering
Text rendering is concerned with the display of text in a variety of fonts, sizes, and styles.
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8.7 Query builder to generate SQL queries
Generating the necessary or correct SQL 'statement is a task with which not everyone is very comfortable. Concepts
such as inner-joins and outer-joins are not very easy to understand and develop upon. VS.NET development
environmentmakes this task as simple as clicking a few buttons.
While configuring the SqlDataAdapter, the .NET framework has a functionality called as[omit AS] the "Query
Builder"
that can be used. It is very similar to the Local view and Remote view concept of a software package like
FoxPro. The Query Builder screen can be'seen in Figure 8.11.
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Figure 8.1 1 - Query Builder in VS.NET [7]
Once the connection is successful and the IDE has access to the required database, the query builder lets the
developer select the tables that are needed in order to form a query. Then all the developer has to do is select the
fields that are required from the necessary tables and add conditions if necessary. When the developer is done
choosing the required information, VS.NET generates all the applicable SQL commands automatically. Thus,
building a logical and correct query is simplified in .NET. Also, the query can be run using the 'Query
Toolbar'
which can be viewed from
'VIEWToolbarsQuery' [7].
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8.8 XML integrity with .NET Framework
XML is also called 'Extensible Markup Language', and it is a simple language that is used to represent ?.ta. The
goal of XML is to provide a standard format that various applications developed on different systems ca; interpret
and manipulate. Each XML file starts with '<?xml version="1.0"?>\ and syntactically it. is very similar 'Hyper
Text Markup Language' or 'HTML'. The great advantage of XML is that the developer can customize, ; eir own
tags. For example '<name> John Smith </name>' defines a tag called 'name'.
In addition to the design-time compatibility, the .NET Framework class library h.-is an entire ; tespace
'System.Xml'
containing powerful base classes that allow reading, writing and manipulating of the XML -; S.NET
has an XML designer which is very easy to work with and create and edit XML document? 'rind XML schc is. This
XML designer has three views. These views are:
1. The XML view
2. The Schema view
3. The Data view
8.9 The simplicity for application development
The .NET development environment is very adaptive for developing applications. The applications in .NIT can be
developed in any of the .NET languages like C++, C#, J# and VB etc. Thus, developers who are used to a articular
development environment do not feel alienated when using .NET. Also, there is a variety of applications u-<it can be
developed using .NET like ASP.NET applications; Web Services, Windows Applications, Console applications,
Smart device applications etc (see Figure 8.12).
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Figure 8.12 - Various applications that can be developed in .NET
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8.10 .NET Remoting
.NET Remoting is a common bridge that is used by applications to communicate with one another. These
applications can be on the same computer, different computers on the same network or even computers that are not
on the same network. .NET remoting provides an abstract approach to inter-process communication that separates
the remotable object from a specific client or server application domain and from a specific mechanism of
communication. As a result, it is flexible and easily customizable. Thus, the .NET remoting supports a very efficient
Distributed Applications Architecture.
Calls a function
fus ing . N I Remoling)Client
application
Rompfabio
object
Rturns Creates
iebun
I
Serial izable object
result
ition do
i
r applkClient appliCt main Serve ;ation domain
Figure 8.13 - Remoting in .NET [9]
8.11 The DataSet object in the .NET Framework
The DataSet object works with the .NET Framework as a temporary database that closely reflects the actual data in
the data source. It can be looked at as the platform of communication between .NET and the 3rd party clients. The
DataSet is a core part of the .NET Framework. That means that any .NET client can interpret a DataSet. The DataSet
comes equipped with the capability to serialize itself to XML, which makes it easy to store a DataSet in a file,
transmit it to a remote object, and even exchange the information with a client written in another language. The
DataSet can hold a collection of tables and also store relationship objects between them and define column
constraints (see Figure 8.14). Thus, accessing the required data becomes very easy and makes the DataSet object an
ideal way for one-way transportation of the combined data.
OtmSei '/-'! N
( < - _.<i,i4Ci; ! 1-Jfl
' ' j 1
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Figure 8.14 - The DataSet object in .NET [9]
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Chapter 9: Conclusion
With the fast moving pace of technology in today's competitive industry, the choice for the software used for the
development of various supporting systems is crucial. The customer today wants his products to be of the best
quality possible and at the most reasonable price. The time between the order placement and order shipment has
become smaller. The support systems in the manufacturing industry are responsible for providing the information
necessary to handle the logistics, development, planning and con.rol from the time when the orders are placed till
the customer receives the final product. The business managemen: layer in any manufacturing industry has to make
its decisions based on the information that comes from the shop floor. Thus, the information system that supports
this transfer or filtering of the information from the shop floor becomes an integral part of a successful business. A
manufacturing execution system, or MES, fulfills this role of transferring the information from the control layer to
the business layer in real time. Using current and aggregate data, MES guides, initiates, responds to, and reports on
plant activities as they occur. The resulting rapid response to changing conditions, coupled with a focus on reducing
the non-value-added activities, drives effective plant operations and processes. Thus, the software that is used to
design the MES is very important. It needs to have the capability to easily integrate with the present set up and also
should be able to accommodate new and improved features that the facility needs to incorporate as the situation
changes.
This applied research aimed at benchmarking VS.NET as a potential candidate software platform for developing
systems like the MES. It presented the importance of an effective MES in the context of the CAMCELL. The
features of VS.NET were compared with those of the Visual FoxPro software, and in doing so; it presented the
benefits that VS.NET has to offer.
The application that was developed (MESASI) consisted of four modules that represented different functional
blocks of any manufacturing industry. These four modules were the 'information system personnel', the
'management', the 'customer' and the 'operator'. To support ths interface for these modules, the data was derived
from a backend SQL database, and thus the effectiveness of the client-server methodology was displayed for
running the application. A SQL database was designed for storing all the data that the MES for the CAMCELL set
up would require, and the database was normalized to the 3NF form. Thus, it presented the concepts of database
normalization and the benefits that it provides.
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For a distributed information system application like the MES to function with optimum efficiency, certain features
that are crucial were considered as the criteria for the bench mark of VS.NET as a development platform.
Following are the advantages that Visual Studio.NET provides over Visual FoxPro:
The development environment for the developer is very generic and easy-to-use compared to the database
centric Visual FoxPro IDE.
C# is a better option for a programming language to develop information system applications than VFP.
The need for a DSN (as required in Visual FoxPro) to develop the connection to the data-source is
eliminated in VS.NET.
ADO.NET incorporates the functionality of ADO and OLE DB (used with visual FoxPro) and has
additional features like the DataSet that make it data access standard for the future:.
Data manipulation and data aggregation is simplified by the 'SQL Query Builder' feature in VS.NET.
Visual FoxPro lacks this kind of a step-by-step procedure to get the data.
Application deployment in VS.NET is platform independent as against a platform dependent procedure for
Visual FoxPro.
CLR gives VS.NET true interoperability and thus applications can be developed in any of the languages
within the .Net Framework. This is not possible in Visual FoxPio.
Unlike in Visual FoxPro, connection with smart devices is possible in VS.NET though .NET remoting.
Features suchas GDI+ and Transactions make VS.NET more efficient development platform than Visual
FoxPro.
VS.NET environment provides the unique opportunity to develop similar windows based application and
deploy them over the internet as 'web services'.
Thus, looking into the future with improvements in technology all over the manufacturing industry,
VisualStudio.NET is a very beneficial option of software for developing information system applications such as a
manufacturing execution system.
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Appendix A: The Picture Slide Application Tutorial
This tutorial is a step-by-step procedure to create a Windows Application called the 'Picture Slide'. This application
has been created using the Microsoft Visual Studio .NET 2003 IDE. Learning through this example is a good way to
get familiarized with the VS.NET IDE and the tools that it uses. A Code Project Article [1] by Rakesh Rajan has
been used as a primary source for the sample code shown in this document.
This is how the application will look once it is completed and in a running condition (see Figure a. 1).
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Figure a.l - The Picture Slide Application
With this application, the user should be able to open an Image File and view it. It also provides features to 'Zoom
In', 'Zoom Out', and different Sizes for the Image and also a slide show for the images within the selected folder. At
any point, the user can quit the application using the exit button.
In the Visual Studio.NET IDE, start a new project by clicking on 'New
Project'
as seen in Figure a.2.
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Figure a.2 - Opening a new project in VS.NET IDE
A good technique to follow is to have the name of the solution different from the name of the project that is included
in it. (as one solution can incorporate more than one project). Select the Windows Application (a C# project). Call
the solution PictureSlide and the project as ImageSlider (see Figure a.3). This would open up a blank windows form
in the design view in the IDE (see Figure a.4).
(NOTE: The names that are to be assigned to the objects that the designer will create during this application are
underlined andmust be typed in as shown (case-sensitive), as this will aid in recognizing the code snippets that are
to be introduced in the application.)
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Figure a.4 - An empty Windows Form
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The Basic Form:
In this section, the designer will assign properties to the form that will be used for the application.
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Figure a.5- Properties Window to change the properties of the form
In the Properties Window, adjust the Size property of the form to 600. 480 and give the form a start position at the
center of the screen using the StartPosition property. Change the (Name) property of the form to PictureForm and
the Text property to PictureForm. Notice that the heading for the form in the design view will change to Picture
Form (see Figure a.5). A point to be noted is that name property is like identification and cannot contain spaces in it.
Also, if desired change the WindowState property to Maximized. Also, set the IsMdiContainer property to True.
All the changed properties are listed in Table a.a.
At this point, if you run the application, there will be a build error. To correct this, either hit
'F7'
or right click on
the form and select 'View
Code'
to go to the code editor.
Scroll down to the statement "Appication.Run (new Forml
());"
and change this to "Appication.Run (new
PictureForm ());" and now the Application will run correctly.
(Note: If the Properties Window is not visible, the user can invoke it using the View menu, and selecting 'Properties
Window ', so alsofor the 'Solution
Explorer'
and the 'Toolbox'. These three windows have been used widely, for this
application; see Figure a.6)
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Figure a.6 - The View Pull Down menu for the Properties Window
Table a. 1 - The properties for the PictureForm
Property Value
(Name) PictureForm
Text PictureForm
Size 600, 400
StartPosition CenterScreen
WindowState Maximized
IsMdiContainer True
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The MainMenu:
In this section, the designer will create two 'Menu Items' - File and Size. The 'File' menu item will in turn
have an Open, Actual Size and Exit sub-menu and the Size menu item will have 3 size options and an About
sub-menu.
From the toolbox, drag a MainMenu on to the Form. This immediately creates a MainMenu item on the bottom of
the IDE (space below the Design View). Change the Name property to mainMenu (see Figure a.7). In the design
view, on the mainMenu tab, type in '&File' ('&' gives an underline to the alphabet following it). Then, below the
'File', type in '&Open', '&Actual Size', '-' and 'E&xit'. The '-' just gives a horizontal separator between two
options. Also adjust the shortcuts to these tabs using the Shortcut property in the properties window, and change the
Name property for each tab created to the appropriate name. For example Name property will be exit and the
Shortcut property for the Exit tab will be AltF4 (see Figure a.8). Also create the other menu item Size by typing in
the Tab to the side of the File menu item. Rest of the procedure to create the sub-menus is similar to the one that was
just followed. The contents of these two menu items are shown in Figure a.8 and Figure a.9. The properties of the
Menu Items that are created are listed in Table a.2.
Table a.2
Table a.2 - Properties for the mainMenu
Menu Item (Text) Name Shortcut
&File file CtrlF
&Open open CtrlO
&Actual Size actual CtrlA
E&xit exit AltF4
&Size size CtrlS
600 x 480 sizeChoicel CtrlShiftl
800 x 600 sizeChoice2 CtrlShift2
1024 x 768 sizeChoice3 CtrlShifB
Abo&ut about CtrlU
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Figure a.9 - The 'Size' menu item for the mainMe.
At this Point, save the Application and run it. Notice that none of the menu : ms created do anything. Use
'X'
at the top right corner to terminate the application.
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The 'TooIBar7 and the 'ImageList':
In this section, the designer will create a Tool Bar with several options (buttons) on it. For this, the designer
will have to create an Image List, whijeh will hold the required imager- that will represent each of the Buttons
on the Tool Bar. The designer will start by creating an ImageList initially followed by the creation of the
TooIBar.
The ImageList:
Drag and drop an ImageList from the Toolbox on to the form. This will instantly show an imagelist icon below the
design view of the form. In the properties window, change the (Name) property to imaaeList. Also, did on the
Images property for the imagelist (see figure a. 10). This will open up an Image Colleciion Editor, which can be
used to add/remove the required images (see Figure a. 1 1).
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1 Image Collection Editor
i ---,-;.-. -.,.= .
'
,
4
.':-..
lembers: Eroperties:
Remoye 1
-
OK Cancel I Help
>
Figure a. 1 1 - Image Collection Editor for the ImageList
One after another, add nine images to the collection editor viz: open.jpg, home.jpg, prev.jpg, next.jpg, end.jpg,
zoomin.jpg, zoomout.jpg, slideshow.jpg, exit.jpg. These images get index values of
'0'
to
'8' in that order (see
Figure a.12 and Figure a.13). Hit Ok and the ImageList is ready to use.
(You may use the collection of required images provided in the folder S:\VSNET Tutorial\IconImages\)
The point to be noted is that the images that are stored in the imageList will be used as display icons for the TooIBar
that will be created in the next stage of the design.
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Figure a. 12 - Add the appropriate images for the imagelist
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0 li^J System.Drawing.Bitmap
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RawFormat jpeg
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Figure a. 13 - List of the selected images with the respective index values
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The TooIBar:
From the Toolbox, Drag and drop a 'TooIBar' on to the form. This will appear as a horizontal line through the width
of the form. In the properties window of the toolbar, change the (Name) property to toolBar. Chi.age the empty
ImageList property to imageList that is available in a drop down format (see Figure a. 14). Using the Buttons
property of the toolBar, open the ToolBarButton Collection Editor from the Properties Window. Click on Add,
and add a button 'Open', change the (Name) property to toolBarButtonOpen and Text property to p. en. Also, type
in the appropriate text in the TooITipText property. For example, for 'Open', type in Open an Im.-.ge File in the
ToolTipText property. And use the imagelndex as '0'. which corresponds to the '0' on the Tmagviist'. Similarly
create the 'Home', 'Prev', 'Next', 'End', 'Zoomln', 'ZoomOut', 'SlideShow', and 'Exit' Buttons on the Toolbox
(see Figure a. 15 and Figure a. 16). The properties for the buttons created using the ToolBarButton Collection Editor
are listed in Table a.3.
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Using the Properties Window, change the ButtonSize property to 60,40 and the form in the design view will appear
exactly like it is shown in Figure a. 17.
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Figure a. 17 - The ButtonSize Property for the toolBar
Table a.3 - Properties for the ToolBar buttons (ToolBarButton Collection Editor)
Name Imagelndex Text ToolTipText
toolBarButtonOpen 0 Open Open an Image File
toolBarButtonHome 1 Home Go to the
1st Image
toolBarButtonPrev 2 Prev Go to Previous Image
toolBarButtonNext 3 Next Go to Next Image
toolBarButtonEnd 4 End Go to the Last Image
toolBarButtonZoomln 5 Zoomln Zoom In by 10 %
toolBarButtonZoomOut 6 ZoomOut Zoom Out by 10%
toolBarButtonSlideShow 7 Slide Show View Slide Show
toolBarButtonExit 8 Exit Exit the Application
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The OpenFileDialog: DialogBox:
In this section, the designer will create the openFileDialogBox that will be used to open the image file. During
this process, the designer will set the Filter for the Image files that can be chosen, and the Initial Directory
that will be opened when the user invokes the dialog box.
Drag the OpenFileDialog dialogbox from the toolbox on to the form; it immediately sets itself next to the imageList
below the design view. In the Properties window, change the (Name) property to openFileDialog and the Title
property to Open File. The properties such as Filter and InitialDirectory can be set for more utility (see Figure
a.18).
The Filter property in this application is
" Image Files (JPEG, GIF, BMP etc.)|*.jpeg;*.jpg;*.gif;*.bmp|JPEG Files (*.jpeg, *.jpg)| *.jpeg;*.jpg|BMP Files
(*.bmp)|*.bmp|GIF Files (*.gif)|*.gif|All Files (*.*)|*.* "
And the InitialDirectory property is
"S:\VSNET TutorialMmages".
(Use the code snippet provided in "S:\VSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\OpenFileFilter")
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Figure a. 18 - Open File Dialog Box
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The Timer:
In this section, the designer will create a 'Timer7, and assign a time of 1 sec between intervals for the timer.
The timer is a feature that is needed in the slide show function. Drag the timer from the toolbox (This
'timer' is
dragged from the 'Components' tab in the toolbox and not the normal "Windows Forms' tab). Place it anywhere on
the form. The timer then automatically places itself next to the openFileDialog below the design view (see Figure
a. 19).
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Figure a. 19 - The 'Timer' from the Components Tab
In the properties window, set the (Name) property to timer and the Enabled property to true, also set the Interval
property to 1000 (which is one second). Also, relate this timer to the PictureForm by setting the
SynchronizingObject property to the PictureForm, by selecting it from a pull down option (if it is already not the
default).
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The Status bar:
In this section, the designer will create the Status bar for the application. Here the designer will create 5
sections within the status bar to display different pieces of information like the Zoom, Mouse Position e.t.c.
Coming back to the Windows Forms Tab on the Toolbox, drag the StatusBar function and drop it on to the form.
Change the (Name) property to statusBar and delete any text in the Text property, and the ShowPanels to True (see
Figure a.20). Click on the Panels property to add different sections within the status bar using the StatusBarPanel
Collection Editor (see Figure a.21).
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Figure a.20 - The Status Bar
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Using the Panel Collection Editor, add the following five tabs
1 . Status - To show the current status of the application.
2. Mouse - To show currentMouse Position.
3. File - To show the file number corresponding to the image file on display.
4. Size - To show the size of the Image.
5 . Zoom - To show the Zoom of the Image.
Set the (Name) property of the added sections to appropriate names. For example, the name for the section for
mouse position will be statusBarPanelMon.se (see Figure a.21). Properties for the different sections of the Status Bar
are listed in Table a.4.
StatusBarPanel Collection Editor
Members;
0 1 statusBarPanelStatus
statusBarPanelMouse
________j__S__|_3__j
j StatusBarPanellmageSize
statusBarPanelZoom
Add Remove
statt'sEarPanelfiles Properties
13 Appearance
Alignment
AutoSize
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Icon
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Te:
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Width
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Modifiers
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Private
Figure a.21 - The StatusBarPanel Collection Editor
Table a.4 - Properties for the StatusBar sections
Index Number
0
Name
statusBarPanelStatus
statusBarPanelMouse
statusBarPanelFiles
statusBarPanellmageSize
statusBarPanelZoom
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The About Box:
In this section, the designer creates another Form called the About Box;about this is just one way of
displaying information about the application and the person who created the application. It also is a good way
of getting accustomed to aMDI application; where more than one form is used in the same application.
In the solutions explorer, select the project TmageSlider' and add a new form to it, by using the right click and
selecting the 'Add Windows Form' tab (see Figure a.22).
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Figure a.22 - A second form for the 'About Box'
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Change the (Name) property to about and Text property to About Box, using the properties window. Drag a
RichTextBox in the new form for the About Box, and fill the box with the desired text using the Text property, and
save the project (see Figure a.23).
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Figure a.23 - The RichTextBox for the About Form
Using the Solutions explorer return to the PictureForm, which was designed earlier. Now that the designs of the
forms are complete, it is time to add some functionality to the form and the visual aids that have been created.
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Event Handling for toolBar Buttons:
In this section, the designer inputs some code to add functionality to the tool bar that was created.
Click on the Toolbar and select the events function in the properties window. In the behavior ButtonClick, input a
name onToolBarClick and hit enter. This opens up the Code editor and the focus is between the parentheses of the
Function 'OnToolBarClicked' (see Figure a.24 and a.25).
Copy and Paste the code from the code snippet present at the location "S:\VSNET
Tutorial\CodeSnippets\toolBarButtons.txt"
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Figure a.24 - Event handling for the toolbar
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Figure a.25 - Code editor for the toolbar 'onclick' event
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Event Handling for mainMenu:
In this section, the designer adds functionality to the main menu items that were created. Now click on the
mainMenu icon that is placed below the design view of the form. This invokes the mainMenu that was created
earlier. Select the Open sub-menu and choose the events in the properties window. In the event Click input a
function name pnOpenClick and hit enter. This again opens up the code editor at the correct position (see Figure
a.26).
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Figure a.26 - Event Handling from the properties window
Type in the following code:
Action ("Open");
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Follow similar steps for the rest of the sub-menus on both the Menu Items, the code for these sub-menus is listed in
Table a.5.
Table a.5 - The code for the sub menus
Sub-menu Click-event name Code
Open
Actual Size
Exit
onOpenClick
onActualSizeClick
onExitClick
Action("Open");
Action("ActualSize");
Action("Exit");
600 x 800
800 x 600
onsizeChoicel
onsizeChoice2
Action("Sizel");
Action("Size2");
1024 x 768
About
onsizeChoice3
onAboutClicked
Action("Size3");
Action("About");
(Note: The Function 'Action' is described later)
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Event Handling for the Form?
In this section, the designer adds functionality to the Paint event of the form, which is used to display the
selected image. Also another two events are given some functionality, these events being 'Form Load' and
'MouseMove'.
Click on the events tab for the form in the properties Window, and fill out the Paint, Load and MouseMove events
and fill in the required code for them. Once the name for the function is typed in and the Enter key is pressed the
code editor opens at the appropriate place (see Figure a.27). The name of the click event and the location for the
code are listed in the Table a.6.
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Figure a.27 - Events for the PictureForm
Table a.6 - Location of the event property code for PictureForm
Event Property Click Event Name Location for the Code
Paint onMainFormPaint S:\VSNETTutorial\CodeSnippets\PaintHandlerFunc.txt
MouseMove onMouseMove S:\VSNETTutorial\CodeSnippets\MouseMoveFunc.txt
Load onMainFormLoad SAVSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\FormLoadFunc.txt
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In this section, the designer defines some variables that are used in providing functionality to the application.
For this application following are the user-defined variables:
(Private: The private keyword is a member access modifier. Private access is the least permissive access level.
Private members are accessible only within the body of the class or the struct in which they are declared.
Public: The public keyword is an access modifier for types and type members. Public access is the most permissive
access level. There are no restrictions on accessing public members.)
private int Filelndex = -1; //Index number for the file that is to be opened
private string FilePath; //Path of the file that needs to be opened
private ArrayList FileArray; //Array to store all the files that can be opened
private ArrayList FileTypes; //Array to store the types of files that can be opened
private Bitmap MyBitmap; //Object to open the current image
private Size MyBitmapSize = new Size(640, 480); //Size for theMyBitmap
private Size MyFormSize = new Size(0, 0); //object to store a temp size structure for resizing the form
private PointF MyPoint = new Point(320, 240); //object to store the position where the image will be drawn
private float fScale = a.OOF; //amount to which the image is to be scaled
private int timebetweenfiles = 1000; //value of the time interval between slides
private int sizeFitlndex = 0; //whether to resize the image to fit window
Also for this Application, the following two namespaces have to be used. The designer can directly type this in the
code editor below the space where the other classes are defined.
using System.Drawing.Drawing2D; //Display Images
using System. IO; //Directory Assistance
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Variables can either be directly typed inside the code editor or can be declared using the IDE by using the class view
(see Figure a.28 and a.29).
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Figure a.28 - Variable declaration using the class view
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Figure a.29 - Using the fieldWizard from the Class View
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Event Handling for the SlideShow (Timer):
In this section, the designer adds the required code for the slide show.
Click on the events tab for the timer from the properties window, in the event Elapsed, type onTimerElapsed and hit
enter. This opens the code editor; enter the code at the following location: "S:\VSNET
Tutorial\CodeSnippets\TimerFunc.txt".
Functions used to provide Functionality to the Application:
In this section the designer provides the code in which the functions used for the applications are defined.
In a similar manner, by using the class view wizard or directly typing into the code editor the following functions are
defined to add functionality to the application.
These functions are:
1. GetFilepath( ) - "S:\VSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\GetFilePathFunc.txt"
2. SetPicture( ) - "S:\VSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\SetPictureFunc.txt"
3. ProcessDirectory( ) - "S:\VSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\ProcessDirectory.txt"
4. Action(String dummy) - "S:\VSNET Tutorial\CodeSnippets\ActionFunc.txt"
The Image View Application is now complete. The designer can now build the application and run it to see it
work.
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Appendix B: Database Normalization
Normalization Overview
A database table is a collection of instances of data that have the same general attributes. The data in a database
table is arranged in rows and columns. This data represents information relating to entities (real-world concepts).
Each entity has one or more attributes. Entities in different tables can have relationships between them that help
explain a situation better. A database can be defined as a collection of logically organized, related information stored
in data tables that serve a specific purpose.
In the year 1969, IBM researcher, Dr. E. F Codd, developed the concept of normalization. Codd described a
database as a collection of unordered tables that can be manipulated using non-procedural techniques that would
return tables. The key concept was that by using the relationships the designer would be able to create virtual tables
to meet specific needs [1]. Normalization can be defined as "a process of systematically organizing data in a
database" The principle goals of normalization are to avoid redundancy of the data and make certain that only
related information is stored in a table. This insures that the database will consume the minimum space and work at
its most efficient. The database community came up with specific guidelines to follow in order to make a database
normalized. These guidelines are referred to as "normal forms". The normal forms range from the 1st normal form to
the 6 normal form. These normal forms are additive. This means that a database in the 3rd Normal form must and
should be or will be in the 2nd normal form. The normal forms are referred by the letters NF. Thus, they range from
1 NF to 6NF. In most of the practical application, the normalization to the 3NF is good enough.
b.l The First Normal Form (INF)
The INF essentially aims at eliminating the repetitive groups of data. By designing a table to the Is' normal form,
the elements of data that need to be stored are identified and some level or organization is required. For example, in
the customer table of the MESASI database, we know each customer may have one or more customer orders. Thus,
if the customer order number or numbers are included in the customer table then the structure would need to be like
shown in table b.l
Table b. 1 - Table that needs to be in INF
Customer Name Order number 1 Order number 2 Order number x
Xerox Corporation
Bose Corporation
TRW automotive
1212154
1215458
4545454
2222222 2121212
5454545
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Thus, it can be seen that the order number '2' to order number ;x' is an empty field in the table and consumes space.
This can be structured more appropriately by designing another table that holds all information about the orders, and
then relates each order to a customer using a unique identifying key for each customer. Thus, the order table can
have the elements shown in table b.2
Table b.2 - Order table in INF
Order number Customer Id Items count Amount
1212154 4444444 2 1500
1215458 5555555 1 2500
4545454 8888888 4 4000
The unique identifier of each table is called the primary key. It is unique to each of the entities in the table. Thus, the
INF helps in eliminating repeating groups of data, creating a separate table for each of the entity types and
identifying the primary keys.
b.2 The Second Normal Form (2NF)
The 2NF attempts to eliminate the functional dependencies within a table. Functional dependency identities whether
a column of a table is dependent on another column. To clearly distinguished this point, if the primary key of a table
is a composite key, then the table should contain columns that are the attributes of both the elements that form the
composite key and if they represent a attribute that is linked to just one of the elements of the composite key, there is
a possibility of repetition of datb. In the MESASI, the 2NF can be explained using the table b.3.
Table b.3 - Table that needs a 2NF conversion
Order number Customer Id Item number Items count Date
1212154 4444444 1 2 01/01/2001
1212154 4444444 2 2 01/01/2001
1215458 5555555 1 1 02/01/2002
4545454 8888888 1 4 05/15/2003
4545454 8888888 2 4 05/15/2003
4545454 8888888 3 4 05/15/2003
4545454 8888888 4 4 05/15/2003
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Thus, it can be seen that the information is very repetitive and assuming that the primary key for the table in b.3 is a
combination key of the 'item number' and 'order number', not all the columns are dependent on both the factors that
define the composite primary key. In order to reach a 2NF form, separate tables must be created for the order. These
two tables are called as 'customerorderdetail' and 'customerorderheader'. These tables can be represented by tables
b.4 and b.b. Thus, the information is broken down into more than one table if required and the database gets a more
efficient structure.
Table b.4 - customerorderheader table
Order number Customer Id Date Items count
1212154 4444444 01/01/2001 2
1215458 5555555 02/01/2002 1
4545454 8888888 05/15/2003 4
Table b.5 - customerorderdetail table
Item number Order number Part Quantity
1 1212154 Screw 200
2 1212154 Tmale 500
1 1215458 Cube 200
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b.3 The Third Normal Form (3NF)
The third normal form further entails the elimination of the functional dependencies within a table. This tries to
identify the data column that does not directly relate or give information about the primary key of the table. This can
be seen in table b.b.
Table b.6 - Order table that needs a 3NF conversion
Order number Customer Id Customer Name Items count
1212154 4444444 Xerox Corporation 2
1215458 5555555 Bose Corporation 1
4545454 8888888 TRW automotive 4
Thus, it can be seen that 'Customer Name' is dependent on 'Customer Id', thus it makes good business sense to
accommodate the data relating to the customer in a separate table and link each order to the customer by using the
'Customer Id'. The 3NF provides the ideal example of what is called a 'foreign key'. This is the key that is a
primary key of another table and is included as a component column in a different table. In the table b.7, the foreign
key is the 'Customer Id' and that is the primary key of the customer table represented by table b.8
Table b.7 - Order Table
Order number Customer Id Date Items count Amount
1212154 4444444 01/01/2001 2 1500
1215458 5555555 02/01/2002 1 2500
4545454 8888888 05/15/2003 4 4000
Table b.8 - Customer Table
Customer Id Customer Name Join Date Tel Fax
4444444 Xerox Corporation 01/10/2000 5852854444 5852854442
5555555 Bose Corporation 02/01/2001 5858888888 5858888882
8888888 TRW automotive 05/15/2002 3155558585 3155558582
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b.4 Higher Forms ofNormalization
For most of the practical purposes the 3NF form is sufficient, there are some rare cases in which further
normalization is required. These problems usually involve tables with three or more columns and all those columns
are keys.
These advanced forms of normalization are as follows:
The Boyce-Codd Form (BCNF)
The Fourth Normal Form (4NF)
The Fifth Normal Form (5NF)
The Sixth Normal Form (6NF)
b.4.1 The Boyce-Codd Form (BCNF)
This is just a more rigorous form of the 3NF. It involves multiple overlapping candidate keys [2]. In this situation,
all the candidate keys are composite keys, and there is more than one candidate key. Also, the candidate keys are
overlapping such that each has at least one column that is common with another candidate key.
b.4.2 The Fourth Normal Form (4NF)
A relation is said to be in fourth normal form if each table contains no more than one multi-valued dependency per
key attribute. Assume an employee can be assigned to multiple projects and also has more than one skill, thus all
three attributes (employee number, skill and project) need to form the key to identify a specific instance [3]. Here
there is multi-valued dependency between the employee number and the skill and also between employee number
and project. To convert these into a 4NF both pairs of the multi-valued dependencies are placed in new tables.
b.4.3 The Fifth Normal Form (5NF)
The 5NF indicates when an entity cannot be further decomposed [3]. The aim of fifth normal form is to have
relations that cannot be decomposed further. A relation in 5NF cannot be constructed from several smaller relations.
Thus, a table would be in 5NF if all columns are candidate keys and that the
tables'
primary key does not consist of
more than one column.
b.4.4 The Sixth Normal Form (6NF)
The 6NF is extremely difficult to achieve in a real world environment. When a system is in 6NF, changing data in
one place automatically prompts the change at all other necessary places such that the entire system is in-sync with
the change.
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